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SUMMARY
Bulb‐tee prestressed girders, used in Wisconsin for highway bridge construction,
consistently exhibit cracking near the girder ends when under high prestress. The
recommendation of a previous Wisconsin Highway Research Program analytic study was to
efficiently eliminate girder end cracking by debonding prestressing strands near the girder
ends.
The research program described here evaluates the strategy selected in the previous
study through actual implementation, and provides recommendations for the design of the
standard sets of Wisconsin 54W and 72W girders with debonded strands. The focus is
primarily aimed at eliminating cracking in the bottom flange of the girders where cracks
could allow moisture to reach prestressing strands and induce corrosion that migh affect
the girder capacity.
Prestressed girders, 72 and 54 inches deep, were designed and built using three
different debonded designs along with two standard designs to evaluate and prove the
effectiveness of debonding. The girders were instrumented with various gages to record
internal strains and detect cracking during the prestressing or detensioning process.
Then detailed analytical finite element models (FEM) of the girders were assembled
using non‐linear behavior to simulate the concrete cracking in the actual girders. The
response predictions from the analytic models were compared with the measured response
quantities from the actual girders to verify the accuracy of the analytic approach.
Finally, analytical modelling was employed to examine a wide range of possible 54
and 72 inch deep girder designs to select debonding patterns and the number of debonded
strands that would best provide the desired uncracked performance in the girders. These
studies resulted in a set of recommended girder designs that the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation could use to create alternate standard girder designs in the WisDOT Bridge
Manual.

MEASUREMENTS
Construction of a Wisconsin 72W girder, with 25% of the prestressing strands
debonded for various lengths at the girder end, proved that debonding can significantly
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reduce the concrete tension strains developed during detensioning. The tension strains
measured in reinforcing bars of the debonded girder were at least 200 (micro strain) less
than strains in a normal girder. In the critical bottom flange the strains in stirrups of the
debonded beam were only 30% of the strains in a normal girder. Concrete gages measured
tension strains in the bottom flange of the normal beam that were 21 times the strains in
the debonded girder. The debonding was very effective in reducing concrete tension and
cracking, but 25% debonding was found to be insufficient to prevent bottom flange cracking
in a girder with high prestressing.
Two alternate debonding designs were used in the construction of Wisconsin 54W
girders. One girder had 38% of its strands debonded for various distances at the end, the
second had 62% of the strands debonded for only 8 inches. Both designs were successful in
eliminating bottom flange cracking that was evident in normal 54W girders with high
prestressing. The horizontal tension strain in the bottom flange concrete of the debonded
girder was 45 while the normal girder showed 1050. The total length of end cracks was
326in. in the normal girder, 56in. in the 38% girder, and 261in. in the 62%‐8inch girder.
While debonding for only 8 inches was effective in controlling bottom flange cracking, it
may increase horizontal web cracking. This is not critical, however, since those cracks tend
to close as addition dead and live load is carried by the girders.

RESULTS
Bottom flange Y cracking, that is detrimental to durability, can be eliminated by
debonding the appropriate number of strands. When high amounts of prestressing are
used, more than 26 strands, the AASHTO limit of 25% debonding is insufficient in
eliminating flange cracking. Other states, such as Texas, build girders with as much as 50%
debonding without detrimental bond effects. When a 72W girder has a full complement of
48 strands, debonding of 42% to 50% of the strands is necessary to eliminate flange
cracking. A complete summary of the number of strands to debond, and best strand
patterns, has been developed and they are provided as recommended designs in Chapter 8,
and specifically in Table 8‐1 (p173) and Figure 8‐4.
The experimental and analytical investigations also identified other design
suggestions to reduce concrete tension stresses and amounts of cracking, though they are
insufficient to eliminate bottom flange cracking.
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DESIGN SUGGESTIONS
1.

Using staggered debonding or debonding all strand for 8 inches to 12 inches should
be recommended in the WisDOT Bridge Manual to eliminate bottom flange Y
cracking in Wisconsin 54W and 72W prestressed concrete girders, particularly when
a large numbers of strand are used. (see page 179)

2.

The quantities of debonded strands and debonding patterns shown in Figure 8‐4 of
this report should be considered for creating debonding alternates to Standards
19.16 and 19.18 in the WisDOT Bridge Manual. (pages 174‐75)

3.

The girder specifications should be changed to include a requirement that when
precasters cut strands during detensioning the inner columns of strand should be
cut before the outer columns, i.e. strand cutting should proceed from the inside of
each row toward the outside. (see pages 107& 160)

4.

The standard girder end design details that show five #6 sets of vertical web bars at
the girder ends could be changed to show three sets since the strain results showed
that the additional bars further from the girder end have low strains and are
ineffective in crack control. (see Figures 5.15&16, page 75, and Figures 6.15‐17,
page117)

5.

The bottom flange stirrups and banana stirrups, i.e. the short #3 bars placed
horizontally near the top of the bottom flange, should either be eliminated from the
standard details or they should be specified without epoxy coat. The epoxy coated
bars in the test girders were ineffective as shown by very small strains, likely due to
insufficient bond due to the epoxy coating. (see Figure 5.20, page 79, and Figures
6.18‐20, page 119)

6.

When multiple girders are cast in‐line, the precaster should minimize the space
between bulkheads at the end of adjacent girders. This will reduce the length of free
strand at the girder ends. When the strand is flame cut the strand stored energy is
released and causes dynamic loading of the end anchorage in the concrete and can
increase end cracking. If the cut is made close to the girder end, then less energy is
released and end cracking may be reduced. (see pages 131‐132)
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ABSTRACT
Wisconsin bulb tee pretensioned concrete girders are currently used for bridge construction.
Their efficiency in load resistance has made them particularly desirable. To provide that
efficiency, these girders are heavily prestressed. Cracking is evident, however, at the girder
ends during de-tensioning. These cracks may create durability and capacity problems as
cracks can lead corrosive water to the steel strands, endangering the structure. Cracks in the
bottom flange, close to the strands, are the main concerns of this study. The primary focus
was on proving the effectiveness of strand debonding at girder ends as a solution to cracking.
This was accomplished through construction of prototype girders, monitoring their behavior,
and using analytical techniques to understand the cause of the cracking A second goal was to
provide the Wisconsin Department of Transportation with design recommendations for
effectively using debonded strand in girders.
The construction of girders with debonded strand for two bridges proved that debonding was
an effective solution for end crack control and elimination. Comparison of analytic predicted
behavior and measured girder response data showed that the nonlinear analysis techniques
used were accurate. Those techniques were then used to examine the behavior of Wisconsin
54W and 72W girders with various strand debonding patterns to provide the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation with recommendations for the best girder designs, in a range of
strand contents, using debonded strands.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition of Problem
One of the reasons for using concrete as a construction material is because of its
strength in compression. Concrete is weak in tension and can crack. With the invention of
prestressed concrete, concrete tension forces are counteracted by stressing in advance,
thereby inducing compressiuon and using concrete’s strongest property. When combined
with high strength concrete, cracking can be decreased, deflections can be reduced, and
smaller sized members are possible resulting in lighter structures. This technology has gained
popularity among designers, particularly for bridge structures.
Bridge designers currently use deep wide flanged pretensioned, bulb tee, concrete
girders in many bridge projects. Their wide top flanges provide stability and carry the
flexural compression block high in the girder for a longer moment arm. This provides
improved efficiency resulting in small number of girders or longer span capabilities. High
pretension force is often applied to those girders.
The ends of these girders are where the prestressing, from steel stressing tendons
under initial tension, is applied to the concrete. The transfer is achieved by bond between
tendons and concrete that develops when the tendons are released, from their initial tension
state, and they try to shorten while connected to the concrete. Even though the tendon or
strand pretension force is released gradually, tensile stresses or bursting stress develop in the
concrete. These secondary stresses are often enough to create cracks in thin sectioned
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preten
nsioned gird
ders in the en
nd zones. Ass girders are built deeperr with more pprestress forrce,
the crracks tend to
o be larger (2
2) as in Figu
ure 1-1.

Figure 1-1.. Cracks at th
he end of a W
Wisconsin 772W girder.
Even thou
ugh these girrders are stru
ucturally effi
ficient, the crracks cause ppotential
probllems for serv
viceability an
nd capacity because
b
thesse cracks maay lead to agggressive waater
and salt
s infiltratio
on. This is particularly liikely when tthese end zonnes will be pplaced on bridge
abutm
ments which are prone to
o wetting fro
om leaking ddeck joints. W
When water enters these
crack
ks, corrosion
n and loss of strength in the
t steel straands could occcur. Heavyy concrete ennd
diaph
hragms may protect the girder
g
ends and
a reduce ccorrosion sennsitivity. In oother situatioons
the sttrength reduccing consequ
uences of theese cracks m
might be seveere.
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Many researchers have addressed the strength behavior of girder end zones by using
empirical methods, simplified linear elastic concepts, or strut-and-tie methods. The empirical
and strut-and-tie methods are focused on the ultimate strength condition and involve nonlinear material behavior, but cannot be correctly used to predict service behavior. The linear
material methods are only appropriate until initial concrete cracking occurs. Due to cracking,
the true strain distribution is not correctly defined with linear analysis methods.
Unfortunately nonlinear analysis of girder ends in the service condition has not been
provided in most currently available literature. Aware of the lack of comprehensive nonlinear
analysis work for the problem, this research selected the ABAQUS software program to
examine the behavior of girder ends with the explicit use of nonlinear finite element analysis
(FEA).

1.2 Objective
Two main objectives are involved in this project. The first is to prove, through
physical testing and observation, that the use of debonded prestressing strands at the girder
ends can reduce or eliminate the cracking problems. Assuming that debonding is proved
effective, the second objective is to provide the Wisconsin Department of Transportation
(WisDOT) with design recommendations for unbonded 54W and 72W prestressed girders.
Girder end behavior and factors of cracking need to be understood in order to control
cracking. Therefore a secondary aim, needed to meet the objectives, is to investigate and then
model how the strain and stress take shape in nonlinear girder ends with pretensioned forces.
For this purpose, girders are modelled in ABAQUS 6.12 with nonlinear material properties.
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1.3 Scope of the Project
54 in. and 72 in. deep concrete bulb tee girders will be analyzed and tested to examine
and control cracking. Wisconsin standard wide flange girders are examined. This project only
focusses on end cracking observed in WisDOT girders due to high forces during the prestress
or detensioning process. Other types of cracks are not investigated. Shortly, this research will
pursue the following items:
‐

Initially predicting end zone behavior of bulb tee girders through nonlinear models,

‐

Veirfying FEA methods by comparison with measured test results,

‐

Examining how the prinicipal strains and stresses occur in nonlinear girder ends with
pretension forces,

‐

Finding the amount of strand debonding that should be used to prevent end cracks
from occurring,

‐

And selecting the most efficient debonding method.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Girder anchorage zone cracking was observed as early as the 1960s, shortly after
prestressing became an accepted practise. Now cracking is of greater concern because thinner
and deeper sections than previously seen are used with higher amount of prestressing. In this
chapter, code provisions for crack control in pretensioned members and recent studies about
modelling anchorage zone cracking are discussed. Though there are other research reports
available on prestressed girders, like analytical studies or empirical and semi-empirical
studies, they are not mentioned here as they are not related to the current end cracking
problem.

2.1 Codes for Anchorage Zones
2.1.1

AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications

The rules for pre-tensioned anchorage zones are given in 5.10.10 section of AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Specification (3).
In the commentary on splitting reinforcement, AASHTO indicates that “Splitting
resistance is of prime importance in relatively thin portions of pretensioned members that are
tall or wide, such as the webs of I-girders and the webs and flanges of box and tub girders.
Prestressing steel that is well distributed in such portions will reduce the splitting forces,
while steel that is banded or concentrated at both ends of a member will require increased
splitting resistance.”
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The splitting resistance of pre-tensioned anchorage zones to be provided by
reinforcement in the ends of pre-tensioned beams is given by Equation 2-1.
∗

Equation 2-1

Where:

fS= stress in steel not to exceed 20 ksi.
As =total area of reinforcement located within the distance h/4 from the end of the
beam (in2)
h =overall dimension of precast member in the direction in which splitting resistance
is being evaluated (in).

AASHTO specifies that the stress in reinforcing bars that are resisting splitting should not
exceed 20ksi. The purpose of the choice of the 20 ksi stress limit in steel is to control crack
size. Also, for pre-tensioned I-girders or bulb tees, the area of steel referred to is the total area
of the vertical reinforcement placed within h/4 from the ends of members.
The code also states that “For the distance of 1.5d from the end of the beams other than
box beams, reinforcement shall be placed to confine the prestressing steel in the bottom
flange. The reinforcement shall not be less than No.3 deformed bars, with spacing not
exceeding 6.0 in. and shaped to enclose the strands.” This reinforcement is generally
assumed to control the cracks occurring around the perimeter of strands as they prevent the
concrete bursting.
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2.1.2 Internatio
onal Federatiion for Strucctural Concreete
n the case off prestressing
g with preten
nsioned tenddons or wire,, the FIB moodel code
In
explaains the crack
king with thrree mechaniisms as in 7. 13.6.5.1 (Figgure 2-1).
‐

Bursting is
i estimated to occur duee to spreadinng forces oveer the cross--section,

‐

Spalling is
i identified to ensue in the
t case of thhin webs.

‐

Splitting takes
t
place along
a
the traansmission leength as a reesult of the effect of interrnal
pressure exerted
e
by th
he prestressin
ng steel duriing shorteninng (wedgingg effect).

Figuree 2-1. Three mechanism
m
in FIB 2010 moodel code in aanchorage zonne (4).

To
T calculate the
t bursting force, the FIIB code usess the symmeetric prism annalogy in Figure
2-2. The
T calculatiion is based on a virtual prismatic ellement, definned in order to describe the
bursting forces. The
T prism is shown in Fiigure 2-2(a) (shaded areaa). The calcuulation of lenngth
fo the burstiing force (zbss), the burstiing force (Nbbs),
of thee prism (lbs),, the internall lever arm for
and th
he maximum
m bursting sttress (σbs) caan be found iin the code.
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Figuree 2-2. The prrism analogy
y for calculaation of the bbursting forcce (4).
The
T FIB codee gives a chaart shown in Figure 2-3 ((a) for the caalculation off the spallingg
stresss as a functio
on of eccentrricity and traansmission llength. This is based on llinear elasticc
analy
ysis for mem
mbers with h smaller than
n 400mm (155.7 in.). If m
maximum buursting stress
(σspl) is smaller th
han the desig
gn axial stren
ngth of conccrete (fctd), nno spalling reeinforcement is
necesssary.
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Figu
ure 2-3. Max
ximum spallling stresses (4).
With
W enough concrete cov
ver between
n strands or w
wires satisfying minimum
m cover valuues
in thee table of thee FIB section
n, no reinforrcement is reequired.
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2.1.3

American Concrete Institute 318-14 (5)
This code is mainly concerned with post-tensioned anchorage zones and the code refers

to the provisions in the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges (3).

2.2 Research on Anchorage Zone Cracking
2.2.1

Studies of Finite Element Analysis
Kannel et al. (6) examined the strand cutting order and debonding & strand cutting

order together using FEA as a crack control method. They observed three different types of
cracks in the girders they examined in Figure 2-4; cracking at the base of the web, and
inclined and vertical cracks on the sides of the bottom flange. They built FEA models in
ABAQUS to explore 3-D effects in the anchorage regions through the transfer length. The
concrete and strands were modeled with 3D solid and truss elements respectively as shown in
Figure 2-5. To lessen computational times, the remainder of the girder (after transfer length)
was modeled with beam elements and girders were symmetrically cut in half both in the
longitudinal and transverse directions. Lastly, the transfer of prestress from strands to
concrete were modelled with two different cases: 1) assigning a varying area for the truss
elements along the transfer length (ramped area method) and 2) utilizing springs to connect
the truss to concrete elements, both of which gave close results.
They thought that changing strand release order would considerably decrease the
stresses because they found out that the cause of cracks is mainly due to the concrete restraint
of the uncut strands and shear stress initiated by the cutting order of strands. The study
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suggeested that some of the strraight strand
ds should be flame cut beefore all of tthe draped
strand
ds are releassed to preven
nt the verticaal cracks at tthe bottom fl
flange or to rrestrict their
locatiion to within
n the first foo
ot. Moreover, release off the bottom straight strannds should bbe in
chang
ging column
ns from the in
nterior of thee cross sectiion toward thhe outside off the flange bbut
the ou
uter most strrand column
n shall not bee cut in the laast step. Thiis helps to geet rid of anglled
crack
ks. Debondin
ng also lessen
ns cracking but a longerr free length of debondedd strands weere
needeed so that lesss restriction
n from these strands wass obtained. M
Moreover, the debonded
strand
ds were left bonded the first
f
2in.-4in
n. from the eend to prevennt water penetration intoo the
plastiic shielding.

Fig
gure 2-4. Ty
ypes of crackk observed (66).
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Figure 2-5
5. The FEA model
m
createed by Kanneel et al. (6).
The modeel was built with
w fully lin
near elastic bbehavior beccause the aim
m of the studdy
was to
t get rid of cracks
c
and without
w
crack
ks, concrete behaves in tthe elastic raange. On thee
otherr hand, the maximum
m
priincipal stressses in the crooss section aat 6in. from tthe end of giirders
are sh
hown in Tab
ble 2-1 for th
hree differentt girders. Evven the girdeers designed to eliminatee
crack
king exceedeed the cracking limit of 490
4 psi so thhe assumptioon of fully elastic range ffor
materrial behaviorr is invalid.
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Taable 2-1. Peak
k values of sttresses at 6in. from the endd of girders (66).

Carroll ett.al. (7) modeeled the bon
nd and slip beetween presttressing strannd and the
surrounding conccrete based on
o the known
n relationshiip between eend slip and ttransfer lenggth
and trried to devellop a modeliing techniqu
ue to predict member behhavior in a correct and
efficiient way, inccluding end slip,
s
strand force
f
developpment, and cconcrete straains and streesses
based
d on a speciffied transfer length. Acco
ording to Caarroll, the forrce from thee pre-stressinng
strand
d to the surro
ounding con
ncrete is tran
nsferred by aadhesion andd mechanicall interlock
betweeen the two materials. However,
H
as the
t strands rretract duringg release, addhesion betw
ween
the prre-stressing strands and surrounding
g concrete is broken. Thee strands exppand laterallyy,
causiing circumfeerential stressses along theeir length. M
Mechanical innterlock andd friction duee to
the Hoyer
H
effect (8)
( then prod
duces bond stresses
s
betw
ween the straand and the cconcrete
surrounding it.
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The analy
ytical modelss were built utilizing GT
T STRUDL sstructural deesign and anaalysis
ware. Concrete was modeelled as solid
d brick elem
ments, with trruss elements representinng
softw
the prre-stressing strands and finally nonliinear spring elements exxplaining thee interface
betweeen the pre-sstressing straands and thee surroundingg concrete. T
The nonlineaar springs haave a
bilineear force-verrsus-displaceement relatio
onship in Figgure 2-6. Thhe solid elem
ments and truuss
elemeents are not directly attached. Instead, a series off duplicate joints is impllemented aloong
the line correspon
nding to the desired locaation of the ppre-stressingg strand(s), too which the truss
elemeents are attacched. Howev
ver, the mateerial behavioor, other thann the springss, was modeelled
with linear elasticc properties.

Figure 2-6. Nonlinear
N
sprring force-veersus-displaccement curvee. (Note: Aps: area of preestresssing strand; fso: stress in
n strand just after transfeer; lt: transferr length; Les: end slip; annd s:
nonlinearr spring spaccing) (7).
on practices used to applly the prestreessing force to the membbers
There are two commo
in thee analytical software.
s
Th
he first metho
od is to applly equivalentt loads exterrnally to the
memb
ber, on the other
o
hand, th
he second on
ne uses steell segments pperfectly bonnded to the
memb
ber combineed with the application
a
of
o initial straiins. Since booth fail to exxplain the sliip
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interaction, Carroll tried to simulate the pre-stressing force by a change in temperature
applied to the truss elements, ensuring equivalent strain equal to that produced by pre-stress
force.
To compare the analytic and experimenalt data (from gauges), 23 models (8 prisms
and 15 T beams) were built. T beams had 17in., 19in. and 24in. depths and they all
accommodated only 3 strands and prisms had a maximum of 5 strands in a 24in x 4in cross
section shown in Figure 2-7.
Figure 2-8 shows the comparison of experimental concrete surface strains and
analytical concrete strains for one prism and one typical T beam model. The maximum errors
are 20% for prisms and approximately 40% for T beams. Even though the comparison has
errors, the authors used linear elastic behavior without justification. They also made a
conclusion that the comparisons confirm the practicality and accuracy of the models. The T
beams are heavily pre-stressed and show some cracks around strands, so the results of beams
having only 3 strands cannot be modelled with linear elastic material property and might not
represent the case with larger amount of strands in deep girders.
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Fiigure 2-7. Beeam (top) an
nd T beam (bbottom) crosss sections (77).

Fig
gure 2-8. Co
omparison off experimenttal concrete surface straiins and analyytical concreete
strrains for a prrism (left) an
nd a typical T beam moddel (right) (77).
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Arab et all. (9) examin
ned the behaavior of the eend zone reinnforcement oof eight deepp
A
Waay viaduct inn Seattle, Waashington. Inn
superr girders used in construcction of the Alaskan
their paper, the an
nalysis of an
nchorage zon
ne cracking oof deep pre-tensioned cooncrete I-girders
with nonlinear material
m
propeerties was prresented andd they compaared the resuults obtainedd
from an elastic an
nalyses as well
w as streng
gth methods such as the G
Gergely-Sozzen method ((10)
strut--and-tie meth
hod (11) and
d nonlinear finite
f
elemennt method.

Figure 2-9
9.Typical cro
oss sections oof WF100G girder (9).
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The girdeers that they investigated
d are WF100G girders, eaach of whichh are 205 ft.
m long and 100
1 in. (2500
0 mm) deep. Each girde r was pre-tennsioned usinng eighty 0.66 in.
(62 m)
(15 mm)
m diameteer, 270 ksi (1
1860 MPa), low-relaxatio
l
on seven-wiire strands (F
Figure 2-9).
They used
d two finite element
e
tech
hniques to siimulate pre-ttensioned cooncrete girdeers
immeediately afterr the release of pre-stressing, which are extrusioon and embeddment. The
embeedment techn
nique was prreferred becaause of the oother methodd’s complexiity. Data was
inputt for the interraction of the released sttrands with tthe concrete within the trransfer lengtth.
Conccrete was mo
odelled as thrree-dimensio
onal continuuum brick eleements, and the pre-stresssing
strand
ds were truss members. Mild reinforrcement, succh as end zonne, shear, annd confinemeent
bars, were modelled using thrree-dimensio
onal beam el ements withh shear stiffnness. A concrrete
y constitutivee model wass used for thee simulationn of the elasto-plastic
damaage plasticity
respo
onse of the co
oncrete by examining
e
th
he response oof a 2 × 8 in.. prism to unniaxial
comp
pressive and tensile strain
ning in Figu
ure 2-10.

Figurre 2-10. Constitutive mod
del and theooretical stresss-strain curvve (9).
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Monitoring end zone reinforcement, they found that strain gauge results in end zone
reinforcement showed strains higher than the strain capacity of the concrete, so models
should be built with nonlinear concrete properties. The Gergely-Sozen procedure (10), meant
for an ultimate strength condition, did not predict the high tensile stresses observed at the
web and bottom flange interface during de-tensioning. The bar stresses were about 85%
higher than the 20 ksi limit (AASHTO). Also, the stress transfer of strands was Judged to
vary in a parabolic fashion, rather than being linear as assumed by the AASHTO LRFD
specifications. This woiuld mean that AASHTO significantly underestimates the tensile
stresses in parts of the anchorage zone during release.
From the finite element analysis results with all girders, the authors observed that the
stress distribution showed that the requirement of distributing the end zone reinforcement
within a distance equal to h/4 from the girder end was needed, as noted in the AASHTO
Specifications. However, the stress distribution shows that a relatively high stress
concentration extends beyond h/4 to about h/2 (Figure 2-11), where no end zone
reinforcement is needed according to the AASHTO LRFD specifications recommendation.
They suggested the findings of Tuan et al. (12) that put 50% of the end zone reinforcement
within h/8 and the remainder of the end zone reinforcement between h/8 and h/2 from the
end. Also, the finite element analysis predicted the correct location of highest tensile stress,
which was observed at the web and bottom flange interface but at a lower height than that
suggested by the Gergely-Sozen (10) procedure.
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Figure 2-11. Principal stress distribution in cooncrete alongg anchoragee zone (9).
Moreoverr, they claim
med that the huge
h
numberr of straight strands conccentrated in the
bottom flange in combination
n with the reelatively narrrow web cauused shear laag at the webb and
bottom flange intterface. Theiir model estiimated this pphenomena aand the correect location oof
greatest shear streesses (i.e. crracks consisttent with thee cracks obseerved in the m
monitored
out h/8 and extended to 00.7h from thee end of the girder at a hheight
girders), which sttarted at abo
of 14
4 in. from thee bottom.
In their fin
nal commen
nt, they said that
t the currrent AASHT
TO LRFD specifications
requiirement for splitting
s
rein
nforcement does
d
not accoount for the sshear-lag phhenomenon aalong
the web
w and botto
om flange in
nterface. Hen
nce, their ow
wn solution uused a shear friction theoory.
This could be ano
other alternaative for estim
mating the teensile stressees in the endd zone
reinfo
orcement alo
ong the web and bottom flange interrface.
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Ayoub et al. (13) presented methods to model pre-tensioned girders with nonlinear
material properties. The model consists of three main components: a beam-column element
for the behavior of concrete, a truss element for the pre-stressing tendons, and a bond
element that describes the transfer of stresses between the pre-stressing tendons and the
concrete. The model is primarily depending on a two-field mixed formulation, where forces
and deformations are both approximated within the element. The nonlinear response of the
concrete and tendon components are based on the section discretization into fibers with
uniaxial hysteretic material models. The stress transfer mechanism was modeled with a
distributed interface element with special bond stress-slip relation. They also presented a
method for accurately simulating the pre-stressing operation. To test the accuracy of models,
they conducted correlation studies with the proposed model and these studies confirmed the
accuracy and efficiency of the model.
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3 PRESTRESSED GIRDERS
3.1 Pretensioning and Post-tensioning
Concrete is a good structural material for carrying compressive loads but not for
tension loads. Therefore, conventional concrete is combined with high strength steels, in
order to avoid resisting tension in the concrete. In that way, steel reinforced concrete
members will be strong both in tension and compression. Though this method eliminates the
need to resist tensile stresses in the concrete, it should end up with small cracks in the
concrete body. Fewer cracks provide a stiffer cross-section so large cross-sectioned concrete
members are not needed. This allows designers and engineers to design lighter structures.
Prestressing is a special method for reinforcing concrete. Prestressed concrete can be
divided into two categories: pretensioned and post-tensioned. In pretensioning, high strength
strands, called tendons, are first tensioned inside molds, and then concrete is cast around
them. After the concrete gains sufficient strength, the strands are cut and the force in steel, as
it tries to shorten again, is transmitted to concrete by bond over a distance from the end of the
members, a distance known as the transfer length. Energy stored, due to initial stretching of
tendons, is also transferred to concrete through bond between concrete and tendon over that
distance. An initial compression force is induced in the concrete.
Another method for prestressing is post-tensioning. In this method, hollow ducts and
strands are threaded before concrete is cast, and after concrete reaches sufficient strength the
strands are stressed by means of hydraulic jacks and then clamped at their ends. And finally,
the duct is filled with grout to protect tendons from corrosion.
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The main difference between the two methods is the way the prestressing force is
transferred to the concrete body. In pretensioned members, the transfer gradually occurs
through bond over a distance from member ends;, in post-tensioning, the force transfer is
achieved by mechanical anchors at the end face of the members.

3.2 Types and Properties of Pretensioned Highway Bridge Girders
There are four standard types of deep wide flange prestressed girders that WisDOT
has been generally using for bridges: 45W, 54W, 72W and 82W sections. The numbers
indicate the depth of girders in inches. Currently Wisconsin is not using the 82W girders due
to end cracking problems and shipping difficulties. Only 54W and 72W girders are
investigated in this project due to their cracking problems. The letter “W” after the numbers
denotes the “W”ideness of girders. Regardless of the girder’s height, all girders have the
same top and bottom flange shapes, which are respectively 4 feet, and 2.5 feet in width
(Figure 3-1). They have been proven efficient in resisting loads over long spans. The wide
top flange provides a compression block with large area and the big bottom flange can
accommodate numerous steel strands. These girders can be designed with up to 8 draped and
a total of 40, 42, 48, and 50 strands for respectively 45in to 82in girders. Spans to 170ft can
be reached.
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Fig
gure 3-1. Giirder sizes: 554W and 72W
W.
These gird
ders also hav
ve the same general patttern for end zzone reinforrcement as inn
Figurre 3-2, thoug
gh in differen
nt quantities, since the toop and bottoom flange dim
mensions aree the
same. The only change in diffferent girderrs is the lenggth of web stteel reinforcing bar. Theey are
adjussted to fit in depths of girrders. Additiionally, therre are five #44 U reinforciing bars alonng
the web
w going 7ft
ft inside of th
he 82W girdeer only. All mild reinforrcement barss are ASTM
A706
6, Grade 60 steel.
s
The strrands are 0.6
6in in diametter, and havee 270 ksi ulttimate strenggth
with low relaxation. All bridg
ge girder straands are unccoated, per A
American Asssociation off
O) requirem
ments (3), andd particularlyy
State Transportattion and Highway Officiial (AASHTO
e
to coorrosive connditions by cconcrete craccks.
subjeect to corrosiion and deterrioration if exposed
The girders
g
also have
h
bottom
m steel stirrup
ps that are eppoxy coated to control corrosion. Alll
otherr details are provided
p
in the
t Standard
d Details of tthe WisDOT
T Bridge Maanual (14).
Howeever, these details
d
can bee changed acccording to eeach project’s needs.

54in. to 72 in.
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Figure
F
3-2. The
T end detaiils of girderss.
There are two other pretensioned girder typess used by WiisDOT: 28inn and 36in “II”
girders. They do not have wid
de flanges an
nd from observations, thhey do not shhow as muchh
critical cracking at
a the end.

3.3 Categorizzation of En
nd Cracks
The numb
ber of strand
ds needed in a girder is ddesigned accoording to thee maximum
mom
ment demand near mid-sp
pan, but the same
s
amounnt of strand iss not neededd at the ends of
girders because th
here the ben
nding momen
nts are minim
mal. With drraped strandss (strands liffted
up fro
om the botto
om flange tow
ward the beaam top) to prrevent high ttension stressses in concrrete
at thee upper fiberr of girders, cracks
c
are sttill observedd in these deeep girders. T
The cracks arre
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locateed at differen
nt positions over the gird
der depth annd induced bby different eeffects.
Acco
ording to theiir directions and location
ns; the girdeer cracks of cconcern in thhis study cann be
categ
gorized in thrree groups: inclined
i
craccks, horizonttal web crackks, and Y-crracks (1) (Figure
3-3).

Figure 3-3.
3 Inclined
d, Horizontal Web, and Y cracks shoown on 72W
W girder.
Inclined Cracks:
C
Thesse cracks occcur close to tthe path of ddraped strandds. They aree
posed of eith
her a combin
nation of mulltiple small ccracks or one long straigght crack as iin
comp
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Figure 3-3. Also, they are observed during inspections to be the longest cracks among the
others occurring at the end of girders. One interesting observation of these cracks is that they
sometimes do not continue to the girder end, meaning that their formation may not originate
from the end but further inside the girder.
After prestressing, these girders are taken to a storage yard. Continued observation of
cracks has been done during storage. Generally, the width of these cracks is between 0.0040.010 inches. If these cracks are not closed by vertical loading on the girder or covered by the
concrete end diaphragms, they may allow moisture penetration causing durability problems.
However, these cracks are generally found to be closed by the principal compression stresses
from shear force flow coming from added dead loads or service live loads. Therefore these
cracks may not be of serious consequence.
Horizontal Web Cracks: Horizontal web cracks are horizontal cracks in the thin web
with their location, length and distance between varying according to the girders’ depth and
the number of strands. Even though their widths range between 0.004-0.010 inches, these
cracks propagate only a short distance from the end so the cracks may be buried inside of
concrete diaphragms cast around the beam end on the bridge site. They are also likely to be
closed as further loading is applied to the girder and the end reactions increase. Their effect
on durability of the structure, though visually undesirable, may be tolerated.
Y Cracks: Y-cracks take shape at the junction of the bottom flange and web. These
cracks often run vertically through the bottom flange where there is a high concentration of
strands. The Y cracks are also the widest measured cracks, as wide as 0.02 inches. Rather
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than experiencing closure with added girder loading, these cracks actually tend to open as
more loading is applied. Therefore, these type of cracks are of serious concern because of a
tendency to lead to aggressive salty water to penetrate in the concentrated location of tendons
and cause corrosion of tendons. Corrosion spreading along the strands may put the structure
in danger of shear failure so this type of cracks should be considered as a dangerous one
.

3.4 Splitting Resistance and Confinement Reinforcement at Anchorage Zone of
Standard Girders
Reinforcement in the anchorage zone of Wisconsin W girders should comply with
5.10.10.1 and 5.10.10.2 Sections of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (3).
While evaluating this reinforcing, the maximum strand numbers that each girder can
accommodate from the WisDOT manual (14) was considered. As described in the AASHTO
specification (3), the steel stress is limited to 20 ksi to control crack widths. This limit is very
important, especially for I or W girders in their thin portions. Table 3-1 & Table 3-2 show
sample calculations on amount of bursting steel reinforcing in the anchorage zone done for
72W and 54W girders. They seem to satisfy the splitting resistance condition.
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72W Girder
AASHTO 5.10.10.1 Splitting Resistance

Pr=fs*As
Pr > 4% of the total prestressing force
Depth of prestressed girder (in), h=
Strand Number, n=
Area of a strand, Astrand (in^2)=
Tensile Strength of strands (ksi), fpu=
Initial prestressing force at transfer (ksi), 0.75xfpu=
Total prestressing force at the transfer (kips), nxAstrandx0.75xfpu=
Stress in steel (ksi), fs=
h/4 (in)=
Stirrup bars in h/4 in from the end
Total area of steels within h/4 in distance from end (in^2),As=
The splitting resistance (kips), Pr=
Pr/Total prestressing Force (%)=
Condition for Pr > 4%

72
48
0.217
270
202.5
2109
20
18
10#6+2#4
4.81
96.2
4.56
Provided

Table 3-1. The calculations on amount of bursting steel reinforcing in the anchorage zone for
72W girder.

For the confinement or bursting reinforcement, the code suggests that they should be
minimum #3 rebar with 6 inches apart from each other within 1.5*d from end of girders. This
condition is provided in each WisDOT girder.
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54W Girder
AASHTO 5.10.10.1 Splitting Resistance

Pr=fs*As
Pr > 4% of the total prestressing force
Depth of prestressed girder (in), h=
Strand Number, n=
Area of a strand, Astrand (in^2)=
Tensile Strength of strands (ksi), fpu=
Initial prestressing force at transfer (ksi), 0.75xfpu=
Total prestressing force at the transfer (kips),
nxAstrandx0.75xfpu=
Stress in steel (ksi), fs=
h/4 (in)=
Stirrup bars in h/4 in from the end
Total area of steels within h/4 in distance from end (in^2),As=
The splitting resistance (kips), Pr=
Pr/Total prestressing Force (%)=
Condition for Pr > 4%

54
42
0.217
270
202.5
1845
20
13.5
10#6
4.42
88.357
4.79
Provided

Table 3-2. The calculations on amount of bursting steel reinforcing in the anchorage
zone for 54W girder.

3.5 Summary
Their efficiency, durability and economy make precast wide flange or bulb tee girders
preferred in bridge projects. They can accommodate large numbers of strand resulting in high
prestressing force, so some cracking has occurred in the anchorage zones at the girder ends..
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Among all cracks described, “Y” cracks in the bottom flange are the most dangerous
type of cracks because of the tendency to lead aggressive salt water to penetrate where
concentrated tendons are located, possibly endangering the structures’ safety.
From a reinforcement point of view, WisDOT girders are satisfying the requirements
of the AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications to control cracking at the ends. Since
undesirably large cracks still frequently occur, the reinforcement is not satisfactorily
controlling the cracking and additional measures may be necessary.
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4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING

Because of cracking, in analytic modelling of the precast girders the stress-strain
behavior should not be represented with linear analysis but with nonlinear analysis in the
girder end regions. A software package, ABAQUS/CAE 6.12 (Dassault 2012) (14), capable
of simulating non-linear concrete behavior, was used to investigate the girder ends using
finite element analysis (FEA).

4.1 Geometry of the Girders
Models of standard 54W and 72W girders were developed according to the
dimensions in standard WisDOT plans for cross-sections and the end reinforcement detailing.
The girder lengths and the number of strands were carefully chosen from the
Wisconsin Highway Structures Information System (15). While choosing, it was desirable to
have the maximum number of strands that each girder can accommodate and maximum
length that each girder can span to observe conditions meeting the highest girder load
capacity. With the high prestressing a larger amount of end cracking has been observed in
practise. Table 4-1 shows the girders’ length and number of strands modelled with Abaqus
and maximum span length that each girder type is allowed in accordance with the WisDOT
Bridge Manual (14).
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Girder
Type

Length
(ft.)

54W

125

72W

154

Number of
Strands

Real Life Project where
these
girders were used (15)

Maximum Span for
single span-(ft.) (16)

B-05-0682

132

B-05-0381

160

8 draped + 34
straight
8 draped + 40
straight

Table 4-1. Types of girders modelled in Abaqus.

4.2 Review of Finite Element Models
Overall, the girder models are mainly constituted of three parts:
‐

Nonlinear end zone of concrete girder,

‐

Linear part of concrete girder, and

‐

Reinforcing steel.

Only end zone cracking is investigated in this study, so it is not necessary to model the
full length of a girder with nonlinear material properties, as nonlinear computations can be
demanding. Based on St. Venant’s principle, the stresses and strains are anticipated to be in
linear distribution over the depth after a distance at least equal to the beam depth away from
the end zone disturbed region where the prestress force is applied (17). Therefore, the length
of nonlinear modelling was restricted to 2 times the girder depth with the assumption that this
will not cause significant error in overall results because there were no cracks observed in
actual girders at a section 2 times depth of girder away from the end.
Moreover, the size of the models decreased by modelling only a quarter of the full
girders. Girders are symmetric about the center of the girder’s cross-section and about the
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midd
dle of the gird
der span. Th
he pre-tensioned forces aapplied by sttrands are alsso symmetriic
aboutt the center of
o a girders’ cross-sectio
on. Assumingg that girderr dead load w
will be
symm
metric as welll, the girderrs are modellled as in Figgure 4-1. Thhe shaded reggion is the ennd
where non-linearr modelling and
a small eleement size w
was used. Thhe concrete vvoids where the
ends of the prestrressing stran
nds would bee located are also visible.

Figure 4-1. Model off Bonded 544W girder in Abaqus.

4.3 Properties of Materiials
Up to the cracking strrength, concrrete theoretically behavees linearly annd modellingg
finitee elements with
w linear maaterial propeerty is easy aand fast. How
wever, once cracks occuur in
the bo
ody, reinforccing steels play
p a role an
nd carries tennsile stressess at the crackk. Thereforee,
there will be som
me stiffness lo
oss in the bo
ody. Howeveer, in betweeen cracks theere is still
t reinforceements, whicch is enoughh to resist som
me amount oof tensile strress
concrrete around the
in thee concrete. This
T causes a decrease off the stress inn the steel. T
The effect off concrete in
tensio
on in betweeen cracks may be called
d tension stiff
ffening (18) aand is modelled in the
analy
ysis.
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The cracks in the pretensioned girders were observed to occur during the detensioning process. Therefore, there is some stiffness loss in the body. Stiffness loss of
concrete and the crack growth cannot be simulated with a linear elastic model.

4.3.1

Concrete Material Properties

There are three different constitutive models for concrete in Abaqus: “the Concrete
Damaged Plasticity”, “the Smeared Cracking”, and “the Brittle Cracking” types. The
“Concrete Damaged Plasticity” is used for the present model as it:


enables modeling of concrete and other quasi-brittle materials in all types of
structures,



utilizes an isotropic damaged elasticity concept with isotropic tensile and compressive
plasticity to describe the inelastic behavior of concrete under any arbitrary loading
condition,



is primarily designed for the analysis of reinforced concrete structures,



can implement different degradation of the elastic stiffness in tension and
compression (19)



was successfully used in an initial phase of this research work (1).

Abaqus uses the work of Lubliner et al. (20) and Lee (21) in defining the concrete
damaged plasticity constitutive model.
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The equations for linear material properties, i.e. before cracking, are taken from the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (3) and the equations for nonlinear properties
are obtained from the FIB 2010 Model Code (4).
The concrete damaged plasticity model requires input on the compressive behavior,
tensile behavior of concrete, and concrete plasticity parameters. These are discussed below.
4.3.1.1 Compression Properties of Concrete
Initial Elastic Portion: The mechanical response of concrete under applied stresses
may be assumed to stay within the linear regime up to approximately 40% of the design
concrete strength. To represent this behavior, the modulus of elasticity, poisson’s ratio, and
density of concrete were used as input in Abaqus.
Because of data absence, the modulus of elasticity in the linear regime is calculated
from section 5.4.2.4 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (3) and is based on
the actual measured concrete cylinder strength just before de-tensioning.
33000

.

(ksi)

Equation 4-1

Where K1= correction factor for aggregate (taken as 1),
wC= unit weight of concrete (in ksf)
f’C= compressive strength of concrete at de-tensioning (ksi)
In order to use this equation, the unit weight should be in between 0.09 – 0.155 kcf. It
depends on the specified compressive strength of concrete according to Table 3.5.1-1 in
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AASHTO LRFD BDS (3). In the precast plant, the strength value was observed to be always
higher than 5 ksi so the equation is:
0.140

0.001

for 5.0 ksi <

< 15.0 ksi

Equation 4-2

The highest value was 7808 psi for a 72W girder so the wC value is taken as 0.148 kcf
which is in the range of specified values to use this equation.
The poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.2 from section 5.4.2.5 of AASHTO (3)
again because of a lack of physical tests.
Inelastic Portion: After the elastic limit, the concrete behavior is plastic. Therefore,
the stiffness relation cannot be represented by the linear stress and strain relation. The
compressive behavior can be defined by defining the values of yield stress and corresponding
inelastic strain for the program.
The FIB model Code 2010 (4), section 5.1.8.1, estimates the compressive behavior of
concrete by the following equation:
∗
∗

Where:
η=

and

k=

εC: Concrete compressive strain
σC: Concrete compressive stress- psi

| |

|

|

Equation 4-3
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εclim: ultimate straain from Tab
ble 5.1.8 (FIB 2010 Moddel Code)
εcl: sttrain at maxiimum comprressive stresss from Tablee 5.1.8 (FIB 2010 Model Code)
Eci: in
nitial modulu
us of elasticiity from Tab
ble 5.1.8 (FIB
B 2010 Moddel Code)
Ecl: secant modullus of elasticcity= fcm/εcl and
a also from
m Table 5.1..8 (FIB 20100 Model Codde)
In the end
d, the compreessive behav
vior is as shoown in Figurre 4-2:

Figure 4-2. The graph of
o plastic con
nstitutive beehavior of cooncrete in coompression.
According
g to the FIB code, the deescending paart should bee thought of as the envellope
oncrete havinng tendencyy to be softenned by microoof alll possible strress-strain reelations of co
crack
ks. However,, the correct shape does depend on looad redistribbution, membber geometrry or
speciimen, and bo
oundary cond
ditions. The code also sttates that if thhe modulus of elasticityy is
obtain
ned from tessts, an accuraate stress-strrain relation can be repreesented. It iss unfortunatee that
all the tests on girrder concrette were far frrom the labooratory wherre more compplex cylindeer
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testing for specific characteristics could be conducted. If the concrete cylinders were tested
later in the lab, they would not be the correct values because the concrete continues to gain
strength and properties change.
After inputting the yield stresses and corresponding inelastic strain values to Abaqus,
the constitutive model graph (Figure 4-3) of concrete compressive behavior for the 72W
girder model having an initial 7800 psi concrete compressive strength is obtained. Please

σ (psi)

refer to the Appendix to see the details of the calculation.

9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

AASHTO E (elastic range)
FIB-2010 Model Code (inelastic range)
0

0.001

0.002
ε

0.003

0.004

Figure 4-3. Compression constitutive graph with the model of a bonded 72W girder
4.3.1.2 Tension Behavior of Concrete
Like compressive behavior, the tensile behavior is defined in elastic and inelastic
stages.
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Elastic Portion: Up to cracking, concrete tension stresses can be assumed linearly
proportional to strains. The modulus of elasticity, density and poisson’s ratio are the same
values used initially for compressive behavior.
The cracking strength, fr, is taken as the limit for the elastic linear region. The
cracking strength is assumed to be calculated from the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications Section (3) C5.4.2.7:
0.23

Equation 4-4

Where
: Initial compressive strength of concrete at time of de-tensioning.
Inelastic Portion: After the concrete cracking stress is reached, cracks occur.
Therefore, the model should be defined by non-linear tensile behavior. Abaqus allows users
to represent the plastic tensile behavior based on strains, crack opening, or fracture energy.
Crack opening was used here, and is explained by fracture energy concepts, because of mesh
sensitivity concerns.
In the description of the concrete damaged plasticity model (14), if cracks occur in
localized zones and the mesh does not provide additional cracks, the finite elements do not
converge to a unique solution because the mesh refinement leads to narrower crack bands.
This problem can be solved by two applications. Firstly, making use of reinforcing bars with
the concrete element lessens the mesh sensitivity because the interaction between bars and
concrete elements redistribute the cracks only if enough tension stiffening is provided.
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Secondly, in case of little or no reinforcement in the model, Hillerborg's (22) fracture energy
proposal is assumed to be enough to eliminate the concern. Hillerborg represents the energy
required to open a unit area of crack, GF, as a material parameter for brittle cracking. This
approach explains the brittle behavior by a stress-displacement response rather than a stressstrain response. After concrete is in tension - so that the undamaged elastic strain is small, its
length will be determined primarily by the opening at the crack. The opening does not
depend on the specimen's length. Therefore, it is easy to apply this material property to any
shape.
The fracture energy was taken from FIB 2010 Model Code (4) Section 5.1.5.2.
73 ∗

.

Equation 4-5

Where fcm is mean compressive strength.
Section 5.1.8.2 of FIB 2010 Model Code (4) gives constitutive equations for concrete
in tension by using crack opening and fracture energy. At the end, post cracking behavior
will look as in the Figure 4-4.
∗ 1.0

∗ 0.25

Where
σct: tensile stress in MPa

0.8 ∗

0.05 ∗

Equation 4-6

Equation 4-7
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fctm: mean
m
tensilee strength of concrete (fr, direct tensiile strength oof concrete) in MPa
w: crrack opening
g
wl: crrack opening
g when σC iss equal to 0.2
2*fctm=GF/fcttm
wC: crack
c
openin
ng σC is equaal to 0 = 5*G
GF/ fctm

Figu
ure 4-4. Postt- Cracking B
Behavior Grraph
Figurre 4-5 showss the graphs of pre-crack
king and postt-cracking cooncrete behaaviors of thee
72W girder havin
ng an initial 7800psi com
mpressive strrength at de--tensioning. Please refer to
the Appendix
A
to see
s the detaiils of the calcculation.
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0.00015

εct
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σct (psi)
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0
0.000000

0.002000

0.004000

0.006000

0.008000

w (in)

Figure 4-5. Tension Model Used in Abaqus: top = before cracking, bottom = post cracking.
(initial behavior depends on strain, ; post cracking depends on crack width, w)
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4.3.1.3 Concrete Plasticity Parameters for Tension and Compression
There is another aspect in the definition of the concrete damaged plasticity model
needed to define flow potential, yield surface, and viscosity parameters.
Dilation angle is the increasing change in volume of concrete under triaxial
compression with low confining pressure or under uniaxial compression in the plastic range
due to cracks growing parallel to the compressive stresses (23). The value of dilation angle
for the girder concrete was picked as 31 degrees based on the previous work of Bae (24).
The eccentricity is the rate of function converging asymptotically (14). The default
value is used for eccentricity which is 0.1. This value indicates that dilation angle is the same
for a wide range of pressure stresses.
To define yield surface, fbo/fco and K values should be input to use the yield function
proposed by Lubliner et. al. (20) but modified by Lee and Fenves (21) in order to include
various strength in tension and in compression. fbo/fco is the ratio of initial equibiaxial
compressive yield stress to initial uniaxial compressive yield stress, and again 1.16 is used which is a suggested default value.
K is the ratio of the second stress invariant on the tensile meridian to that on the
compression meridian. It should be in between 0.5 and 1.0, and a default value was used,
which is 2/3 (Figure 4-6) (14).
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Fiigure 4-6. Yield surface in the deviatoric plane ccorrespondinng to differennt values of K
Lastly, co
oncrete damaaged plasticiity uses viscooplasticity too overcome difficulties iin
oftening beh
havior and sttiffness degrradation. Thiis property m
makes
impliicit analysis caused by so
use of
o viscoplastiic constitutiv
ve equationss to permit sttresses to be outside of thhe yield surfface
by ap
pplying consistent tangen
nt stiffness for
f softeningg material forr small time increments..
Howeever, no con
nvergence problems occu
urred during analysis so this regulariization was nnot
used.
All the paarameters and their inputt values are ttabulated in Table 4-2 beelow.
Eccenttricity
fbo/fco
Viscoosity Parameeter
Dillation Angle
K
31o

0.1

1.16

0.677

Table 4-2.
4 Plasticitty input paraameters for m
models.

0
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4.3.2

Reinforcement Bar Material Properties
As mentioned earlier, the web reinforcing bars, to h/4 in from girder ends, should not

exceed 20 ksi stress for splitting resistance according to AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specification (3), Section 5.10.10.1. The analysis of girders in the Abaqus models showed
that the reinforcing bars resisting stresses were well below the yield stress. Therefore, the
yielding of reinforcing bars was not considered and they were modelled with linear elastic
material. Modulus of elasticity of steel was taken as 29000 ksi based on AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Design Specifications (3), Section 6.4.1, and poisson’s ratio as 0.3.
4.3.3

Strand Properties
The bond interaction between concrete and strands is very complicated. Previous

authors have achieved working models, but with a maximum of four strands. Hence, the
strands are actually excluded from the girder models and the bond force from the strands was
directly applied to the concrete elements along the interface where the strands would be
located and over the transfer length of the strands. Further description of the strand-toconcrete bond forces will be provided in a following section on loads.

4.4 Interactions
4.4.1

Bond Between Reinforcing Bar and Concrete Bond
The rebar elements were modelled as embedded in concrete, meaning that concrete

elements restrain the translational degree of freedom of steel elements. When concrete
reaches its cracking capacity, the concrete deformations increase because of the strain
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softening along with stress capacity drop. Then, the force that was in the concrete should
pass to steel bars with a redistribution of strain. In this way tension stiffening is implicitly
defined in Abaqus models by including in the concrete material property.
4.4.2

Interaction Between Girder and Formwork
For the interaction between the girder bottom and the bed or formwork, a “Surface-

to- Surface contact” was preferred with small sliding formulation. In real life, the girders
slide over the formwork, due to elastic shortening, while the formwork stays still. Therefore,
the tangential behavior was set to be frictionless, on the other hand, the normal behavior was
modelled as “Hard” contact but allowed separation after contact. Thus, the girder is initially
supported on the formwork, but is allowed to lift off as camber develops during detensioning.

4.5 Boundary Conditions
The model is reduced by one fourth to decrease the computer running time because of
symmetry, so the boundary conditions should be represented to account for the symmetry.
For that purpose, symmetric boundary conditions were applied at mid-span about a vertical
plane perpendicular to the length of the girder by setting all displacements in the longitudinal
direction to zero. Further symmetry required that displacements in a transverse direction at
mid-width be equal to zero as in the Figure 4-7. The x-axis in the Figure is a transverse axis
perpendicular to the length, the y-axis is vertical, and the z-axis is along the length of the
girder. Setting the displacement to zero will automatically set the rotations in the plane
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directtion to zero, which shou
uld be the casse because thhe three dim
mensional conncrete elemeents
do no
ot have rotatiional degreee of freedoms.

Figure
F
4-7. Boundary
B
Co
onditions off models, midd-span sectioon is at left, end at right.
The girdeer was assum
med supporteed by the form
mwork vertiically at the end, with
displaacements off the bottom flange equall to zero. Th e bottom at tthe girder ennd was restraained
to zerro displacem
ment in the veertical or y direction
d
so tthat the girdder is free forr rotations annd
for lo
ongitudinal deflection
d
wh
hile camberiing up. Also , for the rigiid formworkk, the referennce
pointt was restrain
ned to displaacement and rotation in aall direction..

4.6 Loading
Right afteer the strandss are cut, craacks were obbserved in thhe girder withhout servicee
loadss. Hence, onlly prestress force
f
and thee girder selff-weight are cconsidered iin the finite
elemeent models.
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Prestressing force is applied to the girder once the strands are cut. The actual transfer
of the prestress is achieved by chemical bond, friction and mechanical interlock over a
limited distance, namely the transfer length. However, this length is not clearly understood
and may differ for each girder. To find this length, explicit modelling considering interaction
between strand and concrete would be required. That modelling might include springs,
friction and cohesion to represent the mechanical, friction and adhesion bond effects (1) as
well as the Hoyer diameter expansion. However, there is considerable uncertainty regarding
values of the needed input parameters and those input parameters might change along the
length and the location of strands. This type of modelling has not been proven or calibrated
by other researchers when more than a few strands are present and is generally too complex
to incorporate along each of the strands in a full girder model. That is why during the girder
tests 3 strain gauges were put along the strands to measure the actual transfer lengths. With
that information, the prestressing force can be directly applied to concrete without explicitly
modelling both strands and interaction between concrete and strands. This method does,
however, neglect the effect of the increasing strand diameter when released.
The transfer length is selected here as 60 strand diameters from the end by
considering both the test results and the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification
(3),Section C5.11.4.2, where the diameter of strands is 0.6 in. Therefore, the transfer length
was calculated as 36 inches from the girder end.
The change in measured strand stress during de-tensioning for the 72W girders is
shown by the curve in Figure 4-8 (and its derivation will be described later). The graph was
idealized as linear between the data points where the strand strain was measured. Therefore,
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the graph was redrawn piecewise linear in Figure 4-9 and the bond stress between concrete
and strand could be assumed to be constant (equal to the graph slope) between the data points
as in Figure 4-10.

Force Change On Steel-lbf
(Compression)

Force vs Distance From End of Girder
0
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-10000
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-20000
-25000
-30000
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-40000
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-50000
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Distance From End- in

Figure 4-8. Measured prestressing force change in strand versus distance from end for 72W
girder.
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Force Change in Strand-lbf

Force Change in Strand vs. Distance from End
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Figure 4-9. Prestressing force change in strand versus distance from end considering
piecewise linear function for 72W girders.

Stress Over Concrete Surfacepsi

Stress Over Concrete Surface vs Distance
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Figure 4-10. Surface traction force applied to concrete elements in models for 72W Girder.

Once the strands are cut, the girder will shorten due the compression stress in the
concrete, which is called elastic shortening. The loss of the initial tension in the strands
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causes a radial expansion because of Poisson’s effect, which helps the locking of strands to
concrete but causes outward pressure to concrete that might be excessive. This phenomenon
is known as the Hoyer effect (25). To represent outward expansion Okumus (1) built a model
in which both concrete and strands are shell elements and then applied positive thermal
expansion for a corner strand where concrete cover is the least. From models she found out
that the stress error in neglecting the Hoyer effect was small and will be ignored here.
The time dependent effects like creep, shrinkage, etc. were excluded because the
cracks of interest form during de-tensioning which consumes less than an hour of time. The
dynamic effects due sudden cutting of strands were also ignored. However, at the draped
strand hold-down location a point load was applied to the girder as a vertical force since the
actual hold down is released during the de-tensioning process.
Lastly, the effect of gravity load was included in the models. The models are resting
on rigid formworks and the prestressing will camber the girders up but the gravity girder selfweight will bring the camber down. The self-weight reaction would create compression at the
end edge of the girder. In the plants, a steel plate is often put to decrease this concentrated
force effect and to lessen additional cracking due to the friction caused by the sliding of
girders while elastic shortening and camber occurs. For this purpose, a bearing pad was
placed at the bottom of girder to distribute vertical reactions and allow sliding.
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4.7 Finite Eleements
4.7.1 Concrete Elements
The shapee of girders, the reinforcing steel, annd the holes ffor strands inncrease the
ularity of thee girder so hexahedral ellements that are more coomputationallly effective
irregu
could
d not be used
d with the au
utomated meeshing propeerties of Abaaqus. Insteadd, tetrahedrall
elemeents that are effective for filling irreg
gular shapess were used ffor the nonliinear region..
Those are 4 nodee, first order interpolation
n elements aand defined aas C3D4 in tthe Abaqus
l
region
n, 6 node triaangular prism
m elements ((C3D6) weree utilized as
Libraary. For the linear
show
wn in Figure 4-11.
4

Figu
ure 4-11. 4 no
ode tetrahed
dral and 6 no de triangulaar prism elem
ments
According
g to the Abaaqus Theory Manual (14)), second ordder elementss are generallly
betterr than first order
o
elemen
nts for elasticcity problem
ms but small rrefinement is needed.
Howeever, for plaasticity probllems first ord
der elementss are generallly preferredd. Besides, thhe
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comp
putation takees a lot of tim
me and resultts are almostt similar. Heence, first orrder elements
were used.
4.7.2 Steel Rein
nforcement Bar
B Elementts
For simpllicity, the reiinforcing steeel bars weree modelled aas 2 node lineear trusses
(T3D
D2) in Figuree 4-12.

Fig
gure 4-12. 2 Node
N
linear Truss elemeents

4.8 Meshing
Using non
nlinear mateerial properties consideraably increasees the compuutational tim
me.
n though a fin
ner mesh willl give more accurate ressults, it is noot reasonablee due to the llarge
Even
time requirementts associated
d with compu
utation. Therrefore, a fineer mesh was utilized only for
the arrea of interest, i.e. the nonlinear
n
gird
der end zonee, in order too get reasonaable results.
Howeever, in the linear
l
zone the
t element sizes
s
were ggradually increased up too mid-span aas
visiblle in Figure 4-13.
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Figu
ure 4-13. Meesh examplee of 54W girrder.
There is an
a error indiccator in Abaaqus to judgee the accuraccy of a modeel with differrent
mesh
h sizes. Howeever, these errors
e
are nott errors in sttrains or streess. Okumus (1) found ouut
that if the modelss are built wiith 1.2- 1.5 inch
i
mesh siize, the errorr and CPU tiime are
onable. Thereefore, maxim
mum 1.2 inch
h tetrahedrall elements w
were used forr the inelastiic
reaso
region, as are the re-bar elem
ments for com
mpatibility.

4.9 Solution Method
M
In each sttep, the equaations were set
s to be solvved with a diirect methodd rather than an
iterattive method, because thee iterative meethod appliees approximaate solutionss for system
equattions. Once convergence
c
e is likely, th
he iterative m
method is fasster than the direct methood
but otherwise, it takes
t
lots off time and the origin of aany problemss cannot be eeasily foundd
on solution method
m
was uutilized for tthe analysis..
(14). Moreover, a Full Newto
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Abaqus allows users to change the initial increment for load steps to avoid
unnecessary iterations. For that purpose, the initial increments of steps which are observed to
have cracks or nonlinear behavior were decreased to accelerate the analysis.

4.10 Assumptions, Simplifications and Limitations
To save time and disk space, some behavior of the girder ends is either ignored or
simplified. As mentioned before, one of the aims of this study is to create a correct FEA
model but the main goal is to locate the cracks and to find a method to prevent them.
Finite element modelling is by nature an approximate representation of real behavior
and some errors are inevitable, particularly while simplifying the boundary conditions,
material properties, etc. The accuracy of the models can be checked with data taken from
measurements in girders at precast plants as described in the next chapter.
Some assumptions, simplifications and limitations are as follow:
‐

The transfer length of all strands was kept the same regardless of their location. Even
though the length may change according to the location and confinement, AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specification allows use of an assumed single length.

‐

Bottom flange stirrups are epoxy coated but they are assumed to have the same
perfect bond behavior as bars without an epoxy coat. Also, bar slip was not simulated.

‐

Strains induced by creep and shrinkage, and thermal change were ignored during the
short interval for de-tensioning. These strains would be negligible, especially when
compared to strains introduced by the prestressing.
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‐

The bond loss between strand and concrete was ignored.

‐

Any dynamic loading effect due to sudden cutting of strands was ignored as it
depends on multiple factors that are not well known.

‐

The restraint on the girder provided by uncut strands while releasing others was
neglected. This restraint has been found in some circumstances to cause vertical
cracks across the bottom flange width at the end (26). Vertical cracks were not
observed in any girders at the precast plants.

‐

The values of compression strength used in the analysis were taken from the cylinder
tests at the time of prestressing. Therefore, those values are not 28 days strength.
However, all constitutive equations taken from AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specification
or FIB Model Code 2010 and used to normally predict material properties are
intended for 28 day concrete strength.

‐

Radial expansion of strands was not considered because the contact properties
between strand and concrete are very complex and may change according to location
of strands.
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5 TEST AND FEM MODELS FOR 72W GIRDER

The ends of prestressed concrete bulb tee girders fracture because of the transfer of
prestress to slender concrete sections and those cracks are a concern for the sustainability of
the structures. There are several methods to control cracking such as increasing the area of
the first five web bars, changing strand cutting order, lowering or spreading harped strands,
debonding some of the strands at the ends of girders, etc. However, most of them are only
effective in reducing or eliminating one type of crack except for debonding of strands (Table
5-1). Debonding seems to be the best methods to restrain all types of cracks according to
previous research of Okumus (1) based on finite element analysis.
With that understanding, the effectiveness of debonding was tested on an actual 72W
girder. An AASHTO rule is that only 25% of total strands can be debonded. The columns of
strands close to the mid-section were left bonded at the ends. To evaluate just the effect of
debonding, all other properties of a normal bonded girder and an unbonded 72W girder were
kept the same except the number of strands bonded at the ends.
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Tab
ble 5-1. Crack
k control effecctiveness of th
he methods thhat Okumus ((1) examined for 54W girdders.

5.1 Girder Prroperties:
The two girders
g
were chosen from
m girders of span 6 (largest span) onn a WisDOT
ge on Wiscon
nsin Highwaay 96, in Wrrightstown, W
Wisconsin
project, a fourteen span bridg
(Structure numbeer:B-5-381, and
a project number:
n
40775-28-71 (155)). Each spaan has seven
identical 72W girrders. The tw
wo test girdeers are 72W ppretensionedd girders maanufactured aat
Spancrete, Inc. in
n January, 20
015. The rein
nforcement ffor these girrders is as shhown in Figuure
5-1.
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Figurre 5-1. 72W
W cross sectio
on and reinfoorcement details of end zzone.
WisDOT uses three different
d
typees of reinforccement bars in these girdders. #6
reinfo
orcement bars make up the
t first five vertical webb bars with 44.25 in spaciing; after thee first
five web
w bars #4 U-shaped welded
w
wire meshes
m
withh 4 inch spacing are usedd in the web; and
finallly, #3 epoxy coated re-baars for botto
om flange buursting stirrupps.
Both test girders weree 154.75 ft. long,
l
and haad 2109 kips total initial prestressingg
force. The normaal bonded girrder had 8 drraped and 400 straight, 0.6in diameterr, 270 ksi low
relaxation strandss (Figure 5-2
2), on the oth
her hand, thee debonded ggirder was reedesigned inn
comp
pliance with the AASHT
TO LRFD Brridge Designn Specificatioons (3) 5.11.4.3. The
Speciification lim
mited the num
mber of debo
onded strandss to 25% of the total num
mber of strannds.
The debonding
d
was
w designed
d with length
hs of 90db beetween threee sets of srannds that weree
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bonded at staggerred distances from the girder end (w
where db is thhe diameter oof strands) aas
detailled in Figuree 5-2. The dee-bonded girrder had 12 dde-bonded strands with debond lenggths
of 4.5
5 ft., 9.0 ft. and
a 13.5 ft. from
f
the gird
der end for ssets of four sstrands each.. Also, two less
drapeed strands were used in the
t debonded
d girder so thhe final conffiguration is 6 draped 422
straig
ght strands, 12
1 of which were de-bon
nded as in thhe Figure 5-22.

MID--SPAN

END

MID--SPAN

END

n (top) and dde-bonded giirder strand ppattern (botttom).
Figure 5-2. Bonded girder sttrand pattern
ded prestresseed girder is designed
d
acccording to w
working stresss design, i.ee.,
The bond
concrrete stresses should not exceed
e
the allowable streess limits off concrete in compressionn
and teension accorrding to AAS
SHTO. The concrete streesses in the 25% de-bonnded girder w
were
also checked
c
to see that they remained within
w
allowab
able limits. T
The initial meeasured conccrete
streng
gth of the staandard desig
gn (bonded) girder was 77808 psi prioor to de-tensioning, and the
initiaal measured concrete
c
streength of the debonded giirder was meeasured as 7015 psi.
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Table 5-2 shows the expected concrete stresses at bottom and top fibers for various
distances from the ends of the girders. Those results were compared with allowable stress
limits of concrete in compression and tension which were calculated as 0.6*fCİ for
compression and -0.24*( fCİ)^0.5 for tension according to AASHTO. In calculations, elastic
losses were included because they occur right after de-tensioning. Also, the stresses are a
combination of stresses due to pre-tensioning and due to self-weight of girders assuming that
the girders immediately camber upward at mid-span. Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 show these
values plotted. All the concrete stresses at various locations satisfy the allowed AASHTO
limits.
The effect of de-bonding on reducing concrete stresses close to the anchorage zone
can be seen by looking at the maximum compression stresses in Table 5-2. Maximum
concrete stress occurred 3ft. from the ends in the bonded girder. On the other hand, the
maximum concrete stress was located at mid-span in the de-bonded girder because a
staggered de-bonding pattern distributed pre-stressing force over a larger transfer length
compared to applying all the pre-stressing over a short transfer length as in the case in of the
bonded girder.
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Type:

distance
-ft.:

All.
0

3

6

9

12

15

30

60

77.38

Stress
Limit

Bottom
Stress

0

4.066

3.993

3.925

3.862

3.805

3.602

3.605

3.857

0

0.006

0.085

0.157

0.224

0.284

0.501

0.497

0.229

0

3.024

2.935

3.307

3.667

3.595

3.730

3.585

3.751

0

0.033

0.127

0.092

0.070

0.146

0.365

0.519

0.342

4.685

Bonded
Top
Stress
Bottom
25%

Stress

debond

Top
Stress

0.265
4.209
0.251

Table 5-2. Concrete stresses (ksi) in both bonded and de-bonded girders.

Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for Bonded
Girder
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Figure 5-3. Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for Bonded Girder.
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Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for 25% DeBonded Girder
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Figure 5-4. Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for De-bonded Girder.
The debonding is achieved by just placing plastic sheathing around strands as in
Figure 5-5. Even though this type of debonding is assumed to debond the strand from the
concrete, there may be some transfer due friction but it is small compared to the force
transferred by bonding, therefore, this was ignored.
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Figure 5-5
5. Plastic shiield around sstrand for dee-bonding.
There werre two large hydraulic jaacks to tensioon and de-teension the strrands in the
Spancrete Plant, one
o for stresssing the draaped strands and the otheer one is for straight strannds.
When
n the girder is
i ready to detension,
d
thee force in th e hydraulicss is graduallyy released.
Howeever, this pro
ocedure is no
ot done conttinuously. Thhe pressure ffrom the jaccks is releaseed in
an am
mount equal to the tensio
on in two straands. Then ttwo strands aare flame cuut at the girdeer
ends. This processs is repeated
d. Strands arre cut accordding to a specific sequennce as in Figuure
5-6. In
I this figuree the strand locations
l
aree representedd as a numbeer, and thosee numbers deenote
the cu
utting sequen
nces for each
h strand set. Note that, thhe strands arre cut by paiirs of two to
preseerve symmetry about a vertical (y-) axis.
a
Also, thhe numbers rrepresent thee step numbeer in
which
h prestress force
f
will be applied to concrete
c
finitte elements iin a subsequuent associatted
analy
ysis procedurre. One diffeerence, howeever, is that iin the analyssis the prestrress force off all
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drapeed strands was applied in
n one step ass if all were ccut at once. N
Note that in the bottom
flang
ge the strandss were cut prroceding from the outsidde of each roow and moviing inward.

Figure
F
5-6. Strand
S
cuttin
ng order for bonded girdder (left) andd debonded ggirder (right)).

5.2 Instrumen
ntation:
To obtain information about
a
the strrains in bothh the concretee and steel inn the crackinng
zone,, two different gauge typ
pes were placced inside off both girderrs: foil strainn gauges andd
vibraating wire gaauges. All thee locations for
f the gaugees were seleccted accordinng to resultss
from an initial an
nalytic model of the girders. Therefoore, all gaugees were placeed where higghest
tensille strains weere expected (crack locattions). To coompare the eeffectivenesss of debondinng,
all the gauges weere put in thee same positiions in the nnormal and ddebonded girrders.
On steel baars and tendo
ons, 3 mm an
nd 1 mm, 3550Ω or 120Ω
Ω foil strain ggauges (15) were
used respectively
y to obtain sttrain data. Th
hese gauges were glued on to the steeel re-bar
surfaces oriented
d parallel to the
t length off the re-bars. To protect tthe gauges ffrom aggregaate
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damaage during caasting, moistture proof an
nd cushioninng protectionn was applied around theem
(Figu
ure 5-7).

Figurre 5-7. Strain
n Gauge on re-bar
r
(left), and after waater-proof (rright).
Before strrand detensio
oning began
n, these gaugges were attaached to a daata acquisitioon
system
m set to scan
n the gaugess every two and
a half secoonds to colleect data. Thrree of the gauuges
were put on one strand
s
at diffferent distan
nces from thee girders’ ennd to measure the prestreess
transffer length. Thirteen
T
otheer strain gaug
ges were moounted on reiinforcing barrs. Detailed
locatiions can be seen
s
in Figu
ure 5-8 and Figure
F
5-9.
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Figuree 5-8. Locatio
ons of strainn gauges at ree-bars.

Figure 5-9. Locattion of strainn gauges at sttrand.
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The otherr gauge type used was 2”” and 6” lenggth Geokon Model 42022 vibrating w
wire
p
acros s the expecteed location oof cracks (frrom
gaugees (27). These type of gaauges were placed
analy
yses) so that strains in co
oncrete durin
ng cracking ccould be obsserved. Locaations and
orien
ntation can bee seen in Fig
gure 5-10.

Figurre 5-10. Vibrrating Wire G
Gauge Locaations.
Readings from these gauges
g
weree taken after each row off strands wass cut, exceptt for
drapeed strands. Only
O
one dataa reading waas taken afteer all the drapped strands w
were cut.
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5.3 Test Data & Discussion
Data that will be represented below for all gauges was collected during stress release
of the tendons. Just after erection on the bridge, one more reading from the vibrating wire
gauges was taken. Unfortunately, the wires of the strain gauges were burned during cutting of
the strand stubs so a final erection reading of strains in reinforcing bars could not be
observed.
5.3.1

Gauges on Strands

The foil gauges were 1 mm (0.04 in) in length FLA-1-11-5LT type, glue on gauges (27).
They were put exactly at the same location in both girders (please refer to Figure 5-9 for the
locations of gauges). The purpose of these gauges is to estimate the transfer length of strands
having no shielding at the end zone, and to use this information in modelling of girders in the
Abaqus software program. No gauges were placed on one of the debonded strands because
the plastic used for shielding was extending well into the girder (a minimum of 54 in from
end). The final strand strain results, after all strands were cut, are shown below in Figure
5-11 and Figure 5-12 for both bonded and 25% de-bonded girders and are also listed in Table
5-3.
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Figure 5-11. Strand test data for bonded girders.
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Figure 5-12. Strand test data for de-bonded girders.
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Strain Change in Strand on Release
(Micro inches, - = comp.)
at 8 inches

at 20 inches

at 36 inches

Bonded Girder

-3605

-1208

-1051

25% Debonded

-3611

-916

-811

Table 5-3. Strain Changes at Designated Strain Gauge Locations
The strain-distance diagrams in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 are not linear but curve so
the uniform bond stress assumption of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specification along the
transfer length does not actually occur in this case. The strain change appears to reach a
constant value after approximately 20 to 25 inches – which may be an effective transfer
length. This length, however, should be shortened by 4in. to account for the lack of bond
where protective coatings were placed over the gauges. To model the bond stress in the finite
element analysis model, the strain diagrams were predicted to have a piece wise linear shape
with a constant (but different) bond stress in between the gauge location with segments as
shown in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14.
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Stress over surface area vs Distance for Bonded
Girder
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Figure 5-13. Bond Stress vs distance from ends of bonded girders.

Stress Over Surface Area vs. Distance for Debonded
Girder
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Figure 5-14. Bond Stress vs distance from ends of debonded girders.
The stress change between 20in. and 36in. from the end is small (23 psi for bonded and
32 psi for de-bonded girder), meaning that the transfer length could be assumed to be 20in.
whereas the 36in. transfer length proposed by AASHTO was used in the analytical girder
models.
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5.3.2

Strains in Reinforcing Bars

Strains were continuously measured during de-tensioning. To interpret the results
between girders, the strain data is divided into three categories, and labelled as “strain change
of reinforcing bars in horizontal crack region, 20” up from bottom (gauges S1,S2,S3,S4, S5
and S6)”; “strain change of reinforcing bars in inclined crack region, near top (gauges S7, S8
and S9)”; and “strain change of reinforcing bars in Y crack region: bottom flange stirrup bars
(gauges S10, S11, S12 and S13)” (Please refer to Figure 5-8 to see the details of locations).
This strain data was partially collected to confirm the accuracy of an analytical model in
Abaqus software. After the model is complete, this data and data from the model will be
compared. Also in all of the rebar plots, a strain of 690 µε corresponding to the 20 ksi limit
on splitting zone reinforcement of AASHTO LRFD BDS 5.10.10.1 for crack control, is also
shown.
5.3.2.1 Strain Change of Reinforcing Bars in Horizontal Crack Region
The data plots are below in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16. The aim of these gauges is
to capture high strains that would indicate formation of the horizontal crack right at the
junction between the web and bottom flange (S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6), and along the web (S1).
Therefore, the gauges showing large tensile micro strains probably are in the location of
cracks. Strains in reinforcing bars exceeded the AASHTO limit, even though the splitting
reinforcement was designed to meet AASHTO.
In the plots, the effect of de-bonding can be seen. In bonded girders, all the tension
strain values are approximately 200 micro strain larger than in the de-bonded girder because
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Figurre 5-15. Bon
nded girder: Strain chang
ge of reinforccing bars in horizontal w
web crack reegion,
most
m are 20” up from botttom (gaugess, S2, S3, S44, S5 and S6)).
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Fig
gure 5-16. Debonded
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m bottom (gaauges S2, S3, S4, S5 andd S6).
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de-bonding increases the transfer length, reducing the compressive and tensile strains in the
concrete. Only the strain in S3, the one around the web cracking region, increased with debonding but it is not in a critical region.
The strains in the vertical web splitting reinforcement are maximum for the bar
closest to the girder end, and rapidly decrease for bars away from the girder end. It is
questionable whether more than the first two to four bars are providing any advantage.
Moreover the outer bar, with gages S1 and S2, in the bonded girder seems to just exceed the
20ksi limit even though it was designed to meet the AASHTO splitting reinforcement limit.
On the other hand, the limit was satisfied in the de-bonded girder.
5.3.2.2 Strain Change of Reinforcing Bars in Inclined Crack Region
These gauges were placed very close to the draped strands hoping to cross the inclined
cracks. All the values in Figures 5-17&18, however, are less than 60 µε. Therefore, it seems
that the locations of the cracks were mis-predicted. In the de-bonded girders, the data showed
that all gauges are primarily in compression so de-bonding prevented this region from
cracking. On the other hand, data from the bonded girder shows that both tension and
compression strains were present. Tensile strains may have caused cracks around that region.
Note that the strain gauge S9 in the bonded girder must have been damaged during casting of
concrete with subsequent poor operation and the data is omitted in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-18. Debonded
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5.3.2.3 Strain Change
C
of Reeinforcing Ba
ars in Y Craack Region
Other gau
uges were plaaced to captu
ure reinforciing steel straains created by Y cracks in
the bo
ottom flangee (S10 to S13
3). The effecct of de-bondding can be seen from F
Figure 5-19 aand
Figurre 5-20. In th
he de-bonded
d girder, gau
uge S12 reacched 450 miccro strain in tension.
Howeever, in the bonded
b
girdeer, a crack ap
pparently occcurred acrosss the bar off gauge S10, and
it exp
perienced up
p to 1500 miccro strain in tension, whhich is 3.3 tim
mes higher thhan maximuum
tensille strain in th
he de-bonded girder. Thiis is evidencce that de-boonding can hhave a signifiicant
impact on controlling the Y-ccracks. The S13
S gauge teension strainn actually inccreased withh debonding, but it is negligible in
n amplitude and it occurrs in the 12thh bar layer frrom the beam
m end
where stresses are added by shielded
s
straands that are just becomiing bonded, w
while transffer
had already
a
occurrred in the bonded
b
beam
m.

1,550
1,350
Rebar strain,
strain µε

1,150
950
750

εsteel at 20 ksi

550
350
150
-50
time during
d
deteensioning

S10 withoutt debonding
S11 withoutt debonding
S12 withoutt debonding
S13 withoutt debonding

Figure 5-19. Bonded girder: Strain change off reinforcing bars in bottoom flange
(g
gauges S10 – S13). (Ten
nsion positivve, compression negativee)
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1,550
µ
Rebar strain, µε

1,350
1,150
950

εsteel at 200 ksi

750
550
350
150
-50
time during
d
deten
nsioning

S10 witth debondingg
S11 witth debondingg
S12 witth debondingg
S13 witth debondingg

Figure 5-20
0. Debonded
d girder: Straain change oof reinforcingg bars in botttom flange
(gauges S10-13). (Tenssion positive,, compressioon negative)

5.3.3 Strains in
n Concrete:
The vibraating wire gaauges were in
ntended to c apture concrrete strains nnear expected
k locations. The
T locations were show
wn in Figure 5-10. Hencee, VW1 and VW4 were
crack
verticcal near the web
w and incllined crackin
ng regions, rrespectively,, and other ggauges were
embeedded in the bottom flang
ge near the Y crack regi on.
21 and Figurre 5-22 show
w the strains observed froom vibratingg wire gaugees in
Figure 5-2
de-bo
onded or bon
nded girders during stran
nd release.
Figure 5-2
21 shows thee comparison of vibratinng wire gaugges in the weeb and inclinned
crack
k region. Fig
gure 5-22 shows the resu
ults of gaugees embeddedd in the Y craack region. T
There
is also one line reepresenting the
t strain at which
w
concrrete is expeccted to crack, which is
calcu
ulated as 132
2 µε based on
n the AASHTO crackingg stress. In thhe figures thhere are rangges
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along the horizontal axis for times when draped strands, top row strands, middle row strands,
and bottom row strands were flame cut. The intention is to show the trends in strain change
as de-tensioning occurs. Unfortunately, the exact times that the various strands were flame
cut could not be measured because observers were not allowed to get close to the formwork
during strand release.

VW1 without debonding
VW4 without debonding
VW1 with debonding
VW4 with debonding

1,000
Concrete strain, µε

800

Web crack

600
400

Inclined crack

εcracking

200
0

top

draped

Detensioned strands

bottom
middle

Figure 5-21. Strain change of vibrating wire gauges near the web and inclined cracking
region. (Tension positive, compression negative)
1,000
Concrete strain, µε

800

WV2 without debonding
WV3 without debonding
VW5 without debonding
VW2 with debonding

600
Y Crack

400
200

εcracking

0
draped

top

Detensioned strands

bottom
middle

Figure 5-22. Strain change of vibrating wire gauges near the Y cracking region. (Tension
positive, compression negative, V5 is vertical)
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The web cracking region strains in the concrete (VW1) were decreased by 54% with debonding but strains in bonded and de-bonded girders are both still above the cracking limit of
the concrete. The strains in the inclined cracking region (VW4) are small because of an error
in prediction of the gage location, i.e., not aligning with the inclined crack location.
The vertical VW5 in the de-bonded girder bottom flange did not work so its value was
omitted in Figure 5-22. VW2 and VW3 were horizontal and parallel to the flange width. The
strains of VW2, were low and similar in both girders. On the other hand, the bonded beam
had strains nearly 21 times as high as the de-bonded beam in the transverse horizontal VW3
(third stirrup) location. This high strain must be associated with the more concentrated
transfer of strand stress to the concrete over a short length in the bonded beam and likely
cracking. Having high concrete strains further inside of the girder (VW3) than strains near
the end (VW2) might indicate that any Y cracks are initiated internally and then possibly
grow toward the beam end.
After the girders were transported to the construction site and put into the planned bridge
span location, another measurement of the VW gauges was taken.
Table 5-4 shows strains observed from the vibrating wire gauges in the de-bonded or
bonded girders after all strands were released and after erection. Web cracking strain in the
bonded girder (VW1) stayed the same between the de-tensioning and erection. Web strains
strain in the de-bonded girder increased by approximately 300με or 66% between those
times.
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The
T bonded girder,
g
howev
ver, gave hig
gher concrette strains thaan the de-bonnded girder at
locatiions other th
han VW2 (Y
Y crack region). The straiins in the horrizontal VW
W2 gauge
increased by 300με in both giirders betweeen de-tensiooning and erection but thhe strain of thhat
gaugee in the de-b
bonded girdeer is 33% hig
gher than in tthe bonded ggirder. The rreason may bbe
that the VW2 gau
uge in the dee-bonded girrder crossed a Y crack buut the crack did not passs
throu
ugh the gauge in the bond
ded girder ass illustrated in the end view of Figurre 5-23. Thoough
VW2
2 results were small in th
he bonded girder, the Y ccrack was acctually largerr but the gauuge
misseed the Y cracck location as
a is clear in the figure.

ure 5-23. Loccation of vib
brating wire gauges
g
VW11 and VW2 iin both bondded (left) andd deFigu
bondeed (right) girrders.
Overall
O
the laargest measu
ured concretee strain in thhe de-bondedd girder was 750 micro sstrain
(VW1 – web). Th
he tensile strrain nearly reeached 16000 micro strainns (VW3- Y crack) in thhe
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bonded girder. Therefore, it can be said that compared to the bonded girder, the de-bonded
girder concrete experienced less tensile strain, resulting in smaller crack widths at the end.
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DEBONDED
Micro Strains in Vibrating Wire Gauges
VW1
VW2
VW3
VW4
After all strands
released
At Erection

454

329

37

26

755

618

n.a.

58

BONDED
Micro Strains in Vibrating Wire Gaugesx10^-6
VW 1
VW 2
VW 3
VW 4
VW 5
After all strands
released
At Erection

974

185

1070

60

152

952

464

1582

407

201

Table 5-4. Data from vibrating wire gauges in debonded and bonded girders.

Figure 5-24 shows a side view of the general location of vibrating wire gauges in
each girder. This indicates how close the gauges were placed to crack regions. Figure 5-24
shows that the VW1, VW2, and VW3 gauges in the bonded girder either crossed or were
near to cracks; and VW1 and VW2 in the de-bonded girder were close to cracks. The results
in Table 5-4 also seem to agree in some cases with these observations.
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g
in bonnded (left) aand de-bondeed (right) girrders.
Figurre 5-24. Location of vibrrating wire gauges

5.4 Girder En
nd Cracks
After de-ten
nsioning of the
t girder was
w finished, the girders w
were taken to the precastt
yard until needed
d for erection
n. When mov
ved to the yaard the crackks were inspected at the ends
n
wid
dths and the lengths werre recorded. IIt was also oobserved thaat crack lengtths
and numbers,
and sizes
s
increaseed as girderss were lifted to carry theem from the bbed to the yaard.
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A comparrison of gird
der ends is sh
hown in Figuure 5-25. Eveen though thhe concrete
ns decreased
d with 25% de-bonding,
d
the
t number oof cracks haad not changeed. Howeverr, the
strain
length
hs and width
hs did get sm
maller.

Without de-bbonding

Without de-bonding

With de-bonding
d

With de-bonnding

Fig
gure 5-25. Crracks at the ends of bondded and de-bbonded girdeers.
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NUMBER OF CRACKS
9
8
7
6
Number 5
of
4
Cracks
3
2
1
0

8

5

Y‐Crack
Horizontal Cracks
2

1

2

Inclined Cracks

1

Debonded

Bonded

Figure 5-26. Number of visible cracks found in each girder.

AVERAGE & MAXIMUM CRACK WIDTH
OF GIRDERS
0.0250
0.0197

0.0200
Crack 0.0150
Width
‐(in) 0.0100

Avarage Width
0.0077

0.0061

0.0079

Maximum Width

0.0050
0.0000
BONDED

DEBONDED

Figure 5-27. Average & maximum crack widths.
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LENGTH OF CRACKS
160
134

140
120

99

100

Crack
Length 80
‐in
60

73

Horizontal Cracks
Inclined Cracks

40
20

Y‐Crack

83

13

12

21

30

Total Length

0
Debonded

Bonded

Figure 5-28. Total length of cracks at girder ends.
The number of inclined and Y-cracks seems to be same for the girders according to
Figure 5-26, but more horizontal cracks did develop in the bonded girder.
In the bonded girder, Figure 5-27 shows that both average and maximum widths are
larger than in the de-bonded girder. Of most importance, the maximum crack width in the
bonded girder is large (0.0197 in) and may allow moisture or corrosives to enter the concrete.
De-bonding 25% of the strands reduced the maximum crack width of the Y cracks by more
than half. The wide Y crack was observed in the bonded girder in the region where bottom
strands are concentrated so it may easily lead the aggressive salt water to strands and induce
corrosion. These cracks were measured right after the girders were carried to the yard.
Analytic predictions show that the Y cracks are expected to grow as additional vertical loads
are applied.
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Another visual indicator observed just after testing is the length of cracks. These
lengths were measured at one end of the girders. It is clear in Figure 5-28 that the bonded
girder may have a higher potential to expose strands to corrosion by cracking than the debonded girder. The total length of cracking was reduced 25% by de-bonding 25% of the total
number of strands. However, it should be noted that length of each type of cracks decreased
significantly in the de-bonded girder, especially in inclined and Y- cracks in regions where
most of the strands are located, so the risk of strands getting corroded decreased.

5.5 Comparison with Finite Element Model Results
The Abaqus software program was used to analytically model the girders that had been
monitored during de-tensioning. The properties of the models were definmed following the
same procedure as described in Chapter 0 but some changes were made according to each
girder’s uniques condition - such as concrete strength, to better simulate the test girder
conditions. The transfer length of the strands in all girders was assumed as the AASHTO
suggested value of 36in. which varied some from strain gauge data from strands.
Observers were not allowed to get close to the girder during de-tensioning. Therefore, the
exact time at which all draped strands, the top strand layer, second layer and third layer were
flame cut, could not be recorded. The final strains when all the strands were cut was well
known. Hence, only the strains after the last detensioning step will be compared with finite
element model results.
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5.5.1

Bonded Girder
The initial concrete strength of the bonded girder was observed to be 7800 psi from

cylinder tests before de-tensioning of strands. This value was used to calculate a cracking and
strain using the AASHTO tension stress equation based on compressive strength, which
suggested a limit of 126με. This limit is used to judge likely cracking in both test girders and
models. Reinforcing bar strains were compared with 690με corresponding to the 20 ksi limit
on splitting zone reinforcement of AASHTO LRFD BDS (3) Section 5.10.10.1.
Figure 5-29 shows the comparison of regions where girder end cracks are likely,
predicted by the Abaqus model, with the actual cracks at the bonded girder end. To spotlight
expected crack locations in the model results, the maximum strain would be greater than the
cracking strain value of the concrete or -1.26*10-4(light blue to gray shaded regions). The
model envisaged the location of cracks quite well except for the location of an inclined crack.
A gray color indicates locations where wide cracks are expected. The light blue to red would
be regions with narrower cracks.
5.5.1.1 Comparison of Vibrating Wire Gauge Results with Finite Element Models
Vibrating wire gauges measure the average concrete strain over the full gage length.
Therefore, to compare vibrating wire gauge results with the finite element model strains - an
averaging of the finite element strains near the caps of the gages was used. Figure 5-30 is a
comparison between test data strains and predictions from the finite element model. The
strains are in micro strain and graphs were plotted with the strain vertically, and VW gauge
number horizontally. A detailed location of each vibrating wire gauge is in Figure 5-10.
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Fig
gure 5-29. Th
he compariso
on of actual girder end ccracking withh Abaqus m
model strains for
bonded gird
der. (tension is negative)
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Figure 5-30. Concrete strain compar
arison for bonnded girder.
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Concrete is a heterogeneous material, nonetheless, the concrete of the FEM models is
taken as a uniform homogenous material. In other words, there are many factors affecting the
comparison. Basic factors include: a distribution of aggregates throughout the body that is
unknown but its effect is inevitable as there will be discontinuities in material properties, the
concrete strength likely vaies over the 72in. depth of the girder, the assumed relationship
between cracking stress and compression strength is approximate. Discontinuities can result
in discrete cracks – which are not exactly simulated in the model. If a local discrete crack
occurs across a gage, but it is not simulated at that location by analysis the indicated strains
could differ significantly. Therefore, the accuracy of a correlation, as in Figure 5-30, might
be considered quite good, especially with the small strains that are present.
Even though matching measured concrete strain with finite element model results is
challenging, the comparison for the VW1, VW3 and VW4 gauges in Figure 5-30 is quite
good. The comparison of the other gauges (VW2 and VW5) is not as good, but is acceptable.
The reason for the disagreement in the VW2 comparison is that the VW2 gauge in the
bonded girder did not physically cross a Y crack, i.e., the crack did not pass through VW2 in
bonded girder as in Figure 5-23. In the model, however, there should be a Y crack in the
location where the gauge was embedded. Because the VW 5 gauge was actually attached to a
reinforcing bar, it may have been restrained from accurately measuring concrete strain during
the test.
Another observation is that as in Figure 5-24; VW1, VW2, and VW3 were either near
to or crossed cracks. In the comparison, strains from both the model and test data results are
over the assumed cracking limit for the concrete holding those gauges. As such, the
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prediction was quite accurate. The model also predicted that at the location of VW5 cracking
should have just started. Test data showed that the average strain there was at the cracking
limit of concrete and an actual crack may not yet have occurred.
Table 5-4 lists the last strain measurements taken after erection. According to those
values the strains around the VW5 gauge had nearly reached the FEA predicted result.
Perhaps crack formation in the concrete develops slowly time wise, but is immediate in the
FEM analysis, and it can be said that the model would fit better if actual data were taken a
couple of days after de-tensioning to allow that crack growth to occur.
5.5.1.2 Comparison of Strain Gauge Results with Finite Element Model
Reinforcing bars are more homogeneous than concrete. Hence, the correlation
between measured and predicted strains should be closer than in concrete.
Figure 5-31 compares predicted and measured reinforcing bar strains in the bonded
girder. The vertical axis is for strain and the horizontal axis is the gauge number where strain
was measured. The gauge placements were shown in Figure 5-8. Even though the girder was
designed with rebar not to exceed the 20 ksi AASHTO limit, the gauges on certain re-bars
(S1, S2, and S10) showed strains over this limit.
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Re‐bar Strains Comparison
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Figure 5-31. Reinforcing bar strain comparison for bonded girder.
(positive is tension)
The strain difference at S1 and S10 is large, but for the other gauges the correlation is
quite good. The reason for this mismatch with the two bars is likely due to a crack occurring
near the location of the strain gauge and creating a high local strain in the bar. In the FEM
model the bars were discretely connected to the concrete elements, rather than with
continuous bond, and the strain associated with a crack is averaged over the element length.
5.5.2

25% De-bonded Girder With Strands Bonded in Staggered Lengths

The initial concrete strength for this girder with 25% debonding was 7015 psi from
cylinder tests before de-tensioning of strands. The cracking strain of the concrete is
calculated as 128με. The concrete strains from both test and model were compared with this
cracking limit. Again, reinforcing bar strains were compared with 690με corresponding to the
20 ksi limit on splitting zone reinforcement of AASHTO LRFD BDS (3) Section 5.10.10.1.
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Comparison
C
of
o predicted strains and cracking
c
reggions at the ggirder ends sshowed goodd
correlation as visible in Figurre 5-32 with the model aaccurately prredicting craack locationss.
Again
n any contou
ur color abov
ve light bluee in the refer ence block iis beyond thee cracking liimit
of thee concrete. The
T model sh
howed the reegion where cracks will occur in Figgure 5-32 as
gray--red in color for bursting
g or Y crackss and light bllue or green in contour ccolor for the
locatiion of other smaller craccks.

Figurre 5-32. Thee comparison
n of actual giirder end craacking with A
Abaqus moddel strains foor the
de--bonded girdder.
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5.5.2.1 Comparison of Vibrating Wire Gauge Results with Finite Element Models
Figure 5-33 shows the comparisons between measured and predicted concrete strains.
The strains are in micro strain and the graph was plotted with concrete strains vertically and
VW gauge number horizontally. The results from VW3 and VW5 were omitted because their
results were questionable due to intermittent operation during the test.

Concrete Strain Comparison
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Figure 5-33. Concrete strain comparison for de-bonded girder.
FEA results and test data results almost matched and there is a good correlation.
These are strain change results after all the strands were cut. The analytic model can be
judged to be working well.
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In Figure 5-24, VW1, and VW2 passed through cracks. Therefore, strains from both
predicted and measured results are over the cracking limit. The prediction of crack locations
was quite accurate.
5.5.2.2 Comparison of Strain Gauge Results with Finite Element Models
Figure 5-34 compares reinforcing bar strains in the 25% de-bonded girder. The
vertical axis is for strain change and the horizontal axis is for strain gauge number (as shown
in Figure 5-8). All the strain values, both from the predicted model and measured data, were
below the 20 ksi AASHTO limit.
In the comparison, the measured strains near the gauges matched with finite element
results except for the one gauge on the first vertical web bar: S1. There is a large difference
between the strains shown. The reason is again attributed to the formation of a crack within
1in. of the S1 gauge location causing a high local strain, while the FEM model provides what
is more like an average strain due to discrete bonding of the steel and concrete. Overall the
FEM model is judged to be quite accurate in strain predictions.
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Figure 5-34. Reinforcing bar strain comparison for de-bonded girder.

5.6 Observations and Summary
Reinforcement bar strains were compared with the strain limit according to the
AASHTO LRFD BDS 5.10.10.1 requirement intended to control cracking. Although the
reinforcements of the girders were designed not to exceed a 20 ksi stress limit (or 690με
strain) per AASHTO, the gauge stresses (or strains) of the first vertical web reinforcing bars
in the girder without de-bonding (S1, S2, and S10) exceeded this limit. The stresses turned
out to be as high as 28 ksi in web reinforcement and 45 ksi for confinement reinforcement in
the girder without de-bonding. On the other hand, 25% strand de-bonding brought
reinforcing bar stresses below the AASHTO limit for crack control.
In the inclined crack zone, strains both in reinforcing bars and in concrete were very
small because the gauges missed the actual inclined crack position.
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Concrete strains in the vibrating wire (VW1) gauge in the horizontal web cracking
region showed that 25% de-bonding decreased tensile strains in concrete by 54%, but it did
not prevent cracking as strains were still not below the cracking limit. Full elimination of
cracking would likely require more debonding than 25%.
Gauges on bottom flange confinement reinforcing bars in the Y cracking region showed
the beneficial effect of de-bonding. The single bar at the very end of the girder crossing the Y
crack (S10) had very high strains in the girder without de-bonding, and therefore it is partly
effective for restraining the Y cracks. It is expected that it would be more effective if it was
not epoxy coated because better bond would reduce crack widths further. The strains in this
rebar were reduced to 10% of the bonded amount with de-bonding, but a narrower Y crack
still occurred in the girder with de-bonding. The strain at the bottom flange first stirrup
(VW2) location showed little difference between the two girders. At the third stirrup (VW3)
location, however, the bonded beam had strains nearly 21 times as high as the de-bonded
beam had. This difference suggests that the Y crack crossed the gauge in the bonded beam or
that cracking might initiate 8in. into the girder and then grow towards the girder end.
The maximum crack width of the Y cracks was reduced with de-bonding 25% of the
strands by more than 50% compared to the bonded beam, and decreased the total length of
cracks by 25%. Therefore, de-bonding has the potential to eliminate cracks, particularly if
more than 25% of the strands can be de-bonded.
In a comparison of strain results from vibrating wire gauges, three out of five gauges
agreed quite well with test results in the bonded girder. VW2 and VW5 did not match with
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measured strains. The reasons may be due to effects of local cracking and attachment of
gauges to rebar – effectively restraining the deformation of the gauge. In the 25% de-bonded
girder, however, there is a good correlation between measured and predicted results for
working gauges. Also, the models predicted the location of cracks accurately.
As the strain gauges were put on uniform material (re-bars), the results of a measured and
predicted comparison are better than in concrete. The comparison of the strain gauge on the
first web bar (S1) both in the bonded and in de-bonded girder did not match the predicted
value because of cracks that occurred approximately 1in. below the location of the gauges.
The gauges missed the crack, but the analytic model caught it.

5.7 Conclusion
25% de-bonding of the strands with staggered debond lengths decreased strains in
reinforcing bars and concrete considerably by increasing the transfer length of pre-stressing
force at the girder end and by decreasing the number of draped strands needed. A higher
amount of de-bonding, however, is needed to prevent Y cracking completely. The change in
the number of draped strands does not impact Y cracking strains as Y cracks are caused by
the eccentric distribution of bottom flange strands in the direction of the width of the girder
and the vertical reaction force of the girder self-weight.
The number of cracks stayed the same with 25% de-bonding but widths and length of the
cracks decreased compared to the bonded girder. De-bonding decreased the tension strains in
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concrete and in reinforcing bars. A higher percentage of debonded strands, however, is
required to completely eliminate Y cracking.
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6 TEST AND FEM MODELS FOR 54W GIRDERS

Previously, strains in two 72W girders manufactured by Spancrete, Inc. were measured
during and after detensioning. One of these girders had 25% of the prestress strands
debonded following the rules statedint Section 5.11.4.3 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Specification.
From the tests and analyses of 72W girders, it was apparent that 25% strand debonding
did not eliminate the horizontal and Y cracks at the girder end. Therefore, two different
debonding patterns were tried on 54W girders at County Materials Corporation in October
2015. Strains were again measured during detensioning and compared with analytically
predicted strains.

6.1 54W Girders Fabricated by County Materials Corporation
6.1.1

Properties of 54W Girders

Three 54W girders were built and monitored to evaluate end crack control as a portion of
the 18 girders used in building bridge B-05-0682. Plans for the girders #4, 5 and 6, part of the
second bridge span, are in the Highway Structures Information System (14). The girders
were 54in. in depth with 48in. wide top flanges. All the standard WisDOT end details, except
the strands of the girders, are shown in the Figure 6-1.
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Figure
F
6-1. End
E details off 54W girderr.
The
T girders were
w 125 ft. long
l
and orig
ginally weree designed w
with 42 strandds, 8 of whicch
were draped stran
nds. Strands were 0.6 incches in diam
meter and of 2270 ksi low relaxation tyype.
Moreeover, the strrands were originally
o
plaaced with 2 iin spacing ass shown in thhe overall
diagrram of strand
d locations in
n Figure 6-2
2. One girderr used the orriginal strandd pattern (noormal
girder), a second had 38% off the strand debonded
d
wi th staggeredd debond lenngths; and thee
third had 62% off total strandss debonded over
o
8 inchees in the botttom flange bbut 8 strands in
the bo
ottom strand
d row were leeft bonded to
o prevent veertical crack formation aas the girderss
shortened and slid along the casting
c
bed during
d
de-te nsioning.
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Figure 6‐2. Original straand pattern at the endss of girders.
The initiaal measured average
a
conccrete cylindeer strength oof the standarrd design
(bond
ded) girder was
w 7820 psii at de-tensio
oning. The innitial measur
ured concretee strengths of the
debon
nded girderss were measu
ured as 8140
0 psi for the 38% debondded girder annd 7975 psi ffor
the giirder that is debonded by
y 8in. Table 6-1 shows thhe calculated resulting cconcrete streess at
bottom and top fiibers at vario
ous distancess from ends of corresponnding girderrs expected aafter
de-ten
nsioning. Th
hose results were
w compaared with alloowable stresss limits of concrete in
comp
pression and tension whiich were calcculated by 0 .6*fCİ for coompression aand -0.24*(
fCİ)^0
0.5 for tensio
on according
g to AASHT
TO LRFD BS
S. In calculattions, elasticc losses weree
included becausee they occur right
r
after dee-tensioningg. Also, the sstresses are a combinatioon of
g and due to self-weight of girders. F
Figure 6-3 thhrough Figurre
stressses due to prre-tensioning
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6-5 show the plots of these values. All the concrete stresses at various locations are below the
allowed AASHTO limits.
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8in.
debond

Distance‐ft.:

0

3

6

9

12

15

62.5

All.
Stress
Limits

Bottom
Stress

0

1.900

3.770

3.708

3.654

3.607

3.845

4.692

Top Stress

0

0.612

0.252

0.317

0.374

0.423

0.172

‐0.265

Bottom
Stress

0

1.900

2.592

3.252

3.654

3.607

3.845

4.884

Top Stress

0

0.612

0.487

0.395

0.374

0.423

0.172

‐0.271

Bottom
Stress

0

0.748

3.770

3.708

3.654

3.607

3.845

4.785

Top Stress

0

0.821

0.252

0.317

0.374

0.423

0.172

‐0.268

Table 6‐1. Concrete stresses (ksi) at bottom and top fibers of the corresponding girders.

Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for Bonded
Girder
Bottom
Stress

6
5

Top Stress

4

Concrete
Stress 3
in ksi
2
1
0
-1

0
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40
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80

All.
Compressi
on limit
All.
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Distance from end-ft

Figure 6-3. Bottom and top concrete stresses in bonded girder.
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Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for 38%
De-Bonded Girder
Bottom
Stress

6
5
4

Top
Stress

1

All.
Compress
ion Limit
All.
Tension
Limit

Concrete
Stress 3
in ksi
2

0
-1

0

20

40

60

80

Distance from end-ft

Figure 6-4. Bottom and top concrete stresses in 38% de-bonded girder.

Concrete stress vs Distance from Ends for 8in.
De-Bonded Girder
Bottom
Stress

6
5

Top Stress

4
Concrete
Stress 3
in ksi
2
1
0
-1

0

20

40

60

80

All.
Compressi
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All.
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Distance from end-ft

Figure 6-5. Bottom and top concrete stresses in 8in. de-bonded girder.
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County
C
Materrials uses a single
s
jack to
o stress the sstrands one bby one. Wheen detensionning,
two symmetric
s
sttrands in eacch row were cut by flamee at each endd of a girder. From a
previious study off Okumus (1) it was sugg
gested that itt is better to cut the strannds starting from
the in
nside of a lay
yer and work
king to the outside,
o
so thhis cutting orrder was folllowed. In thhe
Coun
nty test girdeers a cutting sequence as in Figure 6--6 was appliied. The num
mber on the
strand
ds indicates the sequence in which each
e
set of syymmetric strrands was cuut. In Figure 6-6,
the nu
umbers also represent th
he step numb
ber in which prestress foorce is applieed to finite
elemeents in the associated an
nalysis procedure. One diifference, hoowever, is thhat in the anaalysis
the prrestress force of all drap
ped strands was
w applied iin one step aas if all weree cut at once..

Figure
F
6-6. Strand
S
Cuttinng Sequencee.
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6.1.2 Debondin
ng of W54 Girders
G
Y and horizon
ntal web craacks are conssistently obseerved in the standard deesign W54
girders. To elimin
nate these crracks two altternate girdeer designs weere employeed. In the firrst
altern
nate design 38%
3
percentt of all strand
ds were deboonded with sstaggered deebonded lenggths.
In thee second gird
der 62% of all
a strands were
w debondeed at the girdder end, all w
with debondeed
length
h of 8 inches. In both off these debon
nded girderss, 8 draped sstrands were still used. A
Also,
8 straands in the bottom
b
stran
nd row were left bonded for the 8in. ddebonded giirder. This sm
mall
set off bottom straands in this girder
g
was leeft bonded too insure that some reinfoorcing was
preseent at the gird
der end. Thee strand layouts for thesee two designns are shownn in Figure 6--7.
They
y were expected to be thee most effecttive methodss to control w
web and Y ccracking
accorrding to the previous
p
study of Okum
mus (1).

Figu
ure 6-7. 38%
% debonded girder
g
with staggered
s
pat
attern (left wiith debondedd lengths shoown
by sy
ymbols) and 62% debond
ded girder w
with 8in deboond length (rright).
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6.1.3 Gauge Insstrumentatio
on
Vibrating
V
wirre and foil sttrain gauges were used innside the girrders to obtaain strain
measurement. Th
he vibrating wire
w gauges were embeddded inside tthe concrete to collect
concrrete strains and
a temperatture of the co
oncrete wherreas foil straain gauges w
were placed oon
the su
urface of steel bars and strands.
s
The target gage locations weere kept connstant in all tthree
measured girderss.
Foil
F Strain Gauges
G
on Strrands: Threee gauges weere put on thhe surface off one strand pper
girder. The purpo
ose of these gauges
g
is to estimate thee prestress trransfer lengthh of strands..
They
y are manufactured by To
okyo Sokki Kenkyujo
K
(227).These gaauges were 1mm (0.04in) in
length
h and were longitudinall
l
ly glued on one
o of the seeven strand w
wires as in F
Figure 6-8. A
After
gluin
ng, a protection coating was
w applied. They were ffirst coveredd with microocrystalline w
wax,
then Butyl
B
rubberr, and finally
y duct tape was
w used to pprovide som
me mechanicaal protectionn. The
coatin
ng covered 2 inches of th
he strand len
ngth.

Fig
gure 6-8. At the left, straain gauge on
n strand and at the right, the gauge affter protectioon.
The
T prestress transfer length was assu
umed to be nnearly the saame for all sttrands regarddless
of theeir location. That is why
y only one off the strands was instrum
mented, and tthe longitudiinal
locatiions of the th
hree gauges are shown in
n the Figuree 6-9. The farrthest gaugee was placed at
36in (0.6*db) fro
om the end of
o the girder, near the endd of the transfer length aaccording to
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AASH
HTO LRFD
D Bridge Specification Ch
hapter 5, Secction C5.11..4.2 in the noormal girderr and
the 38% debondeed girder. In the third girrder with 8inn. debondingg the gauges were placedd on a
debon
nded strand. The gaugess on that straand, howeverr, were shifteed by 8in. innward. In othher
word
ds, instead off 8in., 20in. and
a 36in. fro
om the end, tthe gauges w
were placed aat 16in., 28inn.,
and 44in.
4
from th
he end to hav
ve similar bo
ond lengths.

Figurre 6-9. The location
l
of Strain
S
Gaugees at Strand. Elevation viiew (right), aand cross section
view (left).
Foil
F Strain Gauges
G
on Reeinforcing Ba
ars: Five strrain gauges were used pper girder, three
of wh
hich were mo
ounted on web
w bars and two of whicch were put oon bottom fllange stirrupps.
The same
s
protecttive coating was
w utilized
d for these strrain gauges. There were two types oof
gaugees that were used in thesse girders. Th
hey are bothh 3 mm (0.122in) in lengthh but one is 120
ohm and the otheer one is 350 ohm. Moreover, these ggauges weree glued parallel to the steeel
bar leength.
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A preliminary
y analysis model
m
was used to predictt locations oof probable hhigh strain annd
the gaages were th
hen placed in
n those locattions as detaiiled in Figurre 6-10. Gagges labelled S1,
S2 an
nd S3 were placed
p
on thee first, third and fifth verrtical web reeinforcing baars respectivvely
as in the side view
w of Figure 6-10. The gages
g
labelleed S4 and S55 were placedd on the endd
stirru
up and 8th stirrrup in, resp
pectively, as marked in thhe end view of Figure 6--10.

Figu
ure 6-10. Loccation of Foiil Strain Gauuges.
Vibrating
V
Wirre Gauges Embedded
E
Inside of Conccrete: Vibratting wire gauuges were
embeedded inside the concretee, helping to collect conccrete strain ddata. Four w
were used perr
girder. Two Rock
ktest 6 in. lon
ng model 42
200 and two Rocktest 2 iin. long moddel EM-2 (299)
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vibraating gauges (Figure 6-11
1) were used
d in this casee. They meassure the averrage strain
occurrring over th
he gage lengtth. They can
n also measurre temperatuure of the cooncrete. These
gaugees did not neeed any proteection and th
hey were helld in place bby attaching to re-bars eiither
by so
oft plastic strraps or wiress as shown in
n Figure 6-1 1.

Fig
gure 6-11. Th
he 2in. (left)) and 6in. (ri ght) vibratinng wire gaugges.
The
T locationss of these gau
uges were att expected hiigh strain pooints, also deecided by thee
simplle analytic models
m
that were
w built prior to castingg. The criticcal locations that gauges were
placeed are shown
n in Figure 6-12. The VW
W1 gauge at the right in Figure 6-11 was placed
verticcally. The VW2 gauge was
w put horizzontal on thee 3rd stirrup near the topp of the bottoom
flang
ge. The VW3
3 and VW 4 gauges weree placed in aan inclined m
manner (Figuure 6-11 left)) on
t
the 5th
and 8th stirrrups becausse in the anallytical modeel the maxim
mum principaal strain

directtions were observed
o
to be
b inclined. With
W the gauuges placed iin the same direction as the
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expeccted maximu
um principall strain direcction, the larggest strain m
measurementts were expected
- incrreasing the signal level compared
c
to noise and im
mproving thee accuracy oof the data.

Figure 6-12. Locattion of Vibraating Wire G
Gauges.
6.1.3.1 Test Ressults
During
D
de-ten
nsioning, thee strains werre measured in the follow
wing mannerr for all girdeers:
right after all drap
ped strands were
w cut, aftter the top sttrand layer w
was flame cuut, after the
nd layer was cut, and fin
nally after alll strands werre cut.
secon
Strain
S
Gaugee Results On Strands: Th
he small 1mm
m strain gaugges are very fragile. Durring
the teest, the gauge at 8in. from
m the end waas broken inn two of the ggirders. Thiss most likelyy
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occurred due to relative slip between the strand and the concrete that effectively scraped the
gauge off or ripped the lead wire off the gauge. Therefore, the transfer length could only be
estimated from the unbroken strain gauge data. The last strain results, after all strands were
cut, are shown in Figure 6-13 for the girder with 38% debonding. Data from all three girders
is listed in Table 6-2. Note that the location of the gauges were shifted by 8in. because the
strand was debonded. from the end for the 8in. debonded girder design. Therefore, the results
for this girder in Table 6-2 were given after the strand started to bond.
Strain Change in Strand on Release
(Microstrain -, negative = comp.)
at 8 inches
at 20 inches
Bonded Girder
n.a.
-2469
38% Debonded
-4057
-2288
8 inch Debonded
n.a.
-2188

at 36 inches
-770
-419
-758

Table 6-2. Strain changes at locations along strand upon release.

strain (micro) += tens

Strand strain change along length
0
-1000
-2000
-3000
-4000
-5000 0
-6000
-7000
-8000

10

20

30

40

Distance From end (in)

Figure 6-13. The Change in strain at locations along strand of 38% debonded beam.
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The change in strain of the gauges at 36in. from end is small (419 to 770 ) meaning
that the transfer length probably ended near to 36in. from the girder end. Some change in
strain will occur even at the end of the transfer length due to the elastic shortening of the
beam. With just under 12% prestress loss due elastic shortening the shortening strain would
be near 800 micro strain, very close to the remaining strain at 36in. shown in Table 6-2.
Based on the strain measurements it appears that the transfer length was 36in., minus the two
regions were gages were placed and no bonding occurred, or 36-4=32 inches. A length of 36
inches, as suggested by AASHTO, was used in the analytical girder models.
The strain curve of Figure 6-13 is not linear so the uniform bond stress assumption of the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specification along the transfer length did not actually occur here.
Though nonlinear, the variation is not as great as reported by Arab et. al. (9) where the bond
stress was assumed to vary in a parabolic fashion and a transfer length of 34 inches was
apparent. To model the actual bond stress accurately in an analytical model the strain
diagram along the length, of Figure 6-13, was assumed to have a piece wise linear shape with
a constant (but different) bond stress in each of the segments. The slope in Figure 6-13 is
highest near the end of the strand, implying a high bond stress, and becomes lower further in.
For the analytical model, the bond stresses between strand and concrete were assumed to be
constant with different values along the length as shown in Figure 6-14.
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Stress over surface area vs Distance
1500
Stress over 1000
strand
surface
500
area-psi
0
0

10

20
Distance-in

30

40

Figure 6-14. Bond Stress Variation Used in the Analytical Models.
Strain Gauge Results On Reinforcing Bars: As mentioned before, three strain gauges
were mounted on web bars and two strain gauges were put on bottom stirrups.
The result of strain gauges on web bars: Two of the web bar strain gauges in the 38%
debonded girder, namely S1 and S3, were damaged during casting. This likely occurred with
the lead wire being ripped off the gauge as the concrete fell into the form or as the vibrator
passed by the gauge during consolidation. Therefore, the results of those gauges are omitted.
Figure 6-15 through Figure 6-17 show strain gauge data obtained from the tests. The gauge
locations can be seen from Figure 6-10.
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strain (micro) += tens

Strain
n change in web baars for bon
nded gird
der
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
-50
Timee during de--tensioning
S1

S2

S3

Fiigure 6-15. The
T test resu
ults of web bar
b strain gauuges S1, S2, and S3 for bbonded girdeer
(possitive is tensiion).

strain (micro) += tens

Straiin changee in web baars for 388% debonding
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Time during dee-tensioningg
S2

Figure 6-16
6. The test reesults of web
b bar strain ggauge S2 forr 38% debonnded girder.
(possitive is tensiion)
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Sttrain chan
nge in web
b bars for 8in debon
nding
400
strain (micro) += tens

300
200
100
0

-100
Tim
me during d
de-tensionin
ng
S1
S2
S3

Figure 6-17. The
T test resullts of web baar gauges S11, S2, and S33 for debondded 8in. girdeer.
(possitive is tensiion)
Figures 6-15 and 6-16 sho
ow that debo
onding 38% of the strandd reduced thhe web bar sttrain
by neearly 50%. Itt appears, ho
owever, that the 8in. debbonding methhod may nott have workeed in
reduccing web ten
nsion strains that could leead to horizoontal web crracking, but m
may increase
web strains.
s
All three
t
of the web
w bars sho
owed higher strains withh 8in. debondding than in the
norm
mal girder. Th
he S1 bar of the 8in. gird
der developeed 372 microo strain whilee the bondedd
girder only showed 132 micro strain. Thee expected crracking straiin was 122 m
micro strain.
Sincee the S1 gaug
ge did not work
w
in the 38
8% debondeed girder, onnly the bondeed and 8in.
debon
nded girder results
r
were compared.
The
T S2 gaugee was mountted at the 3rd
d web bar. L
Luckily, all thhese gauges worked duriing
testin
ng. The bond
ded beam S2
2 gauge had a peak of 13 7 micro straain, with 38%
% debondingg the
peak was 66 micrro strain, and
d with 8in. debonding
d
thhe peak was 185 micro strain. The
measured S2 bar web strains,, when comp
pared with thhe normal boonded girderr, decreased by
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52% with 38% deebonding an
nd increased by 35% withh debondingg only 8in. frrom the girdeer
end.
At
A the fifth web
w bar, 14in
n.inside the girder,
g
the S33 gauge show
wed that there was no
mean
ningful differrence in tenssion strain beetween the nnormal bondded girder annd the 8in.
debon
nded girder. The gauge in the 38% debonded
d
giirder was noot working. T
The low straiins
can be
b taken as an
n indication that this barr is not effecctively workiing to resist cracking and a
redessign of the beeam (shown in Figure 6--1) could redduce the num
mber of sets of #6 bars att the
end of
o the beam from
f
5 down
n to 3.
The
T result of strain gaugees on bottom
m flange stirrrups: The S44 gauge wass at the top oof the
first “banana
“
bar”” (small horiizontal top sttirrup), and tthe S5 was aat the bottom
m of the eighhth
“chiccken leg” stirrrup. Figure 6-18 throug
gh Figure 6-220 show the strain resultts with the
detailled gauge locations from
m Figure 6-10.

strain (micro) += tens

300

Botttom Flan
nge Stirrup
p Strains For Bond
ded
Gird
der

200
100
0

-100
Tim
me during d
de-tensionin
ng
S4_
S banana bar
b
S5_chickenn leg

Figurre 6-18. The test strain reesults for S4
4 (on bananaa bar) and S55 (on chickenn leg bar) stiirrups
fo
or bonded giirder. (positiive is tensionn)
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Botto
om flange stirrup
s
straains: 38% debond
250
strain (micro) += tens

200
150
100
50
0
-50
Tim
me during de-teensioning
S4_ banana bar
b

S5_chickeen leg

Figurre 6-19. The test strain reesults for S4
4 (on bananaa bar) and S55 (on chickenn leg bar) stiirrups
for 38
8% de-bondeed girder. (p ositive is tennsion)

Bottom
m flange sttirrup strains: 8in. debond
250
strain (micro) += tens

200
150
100
50
0
-50
Timee during de--tensioning
S4
4_ banana baar

S5_chickken leg

Figurre 6-20. The test strain reesults for S4
4 (on bananaa bar) and S55 (on chickenn leg bar) stiirrups
for 8iin. de-bondeed girder. (poositive is tennsion)
The S4 gaauge was inttended to sig
gnal developm
ment of a Y crack but thhe strain resuults
are veery small. Th
he bonded girder
g
had a peak
p
S4 tenssion of 19 m
micro strain, tthe 38%
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debonded had 21 micro strain and the 8in. debonded showed 19 micro strain. These bars are
very short and epoxy coated. The small strains indicate that they are ineffective, particularly
since they are in a region where the Y crack is expected to occur. Visual observations
showed that there were Y cracks in this vicinity. The lack of strain in the bars, likely due to
poor bonding with the epoxy coating, suggests that these bars should either be eliminated in
the design or used without epoxy coating to improve their bond.
The S5 gauges were on the bottom of the flange stirrup leg, at approximately 26in.
from the end of the girder. The strains in these bars would indicate that they are effective
and represent the degree of bursting strain developing in the girders. The bursting stress is
caused by the transfer of force from the strands to the concrete. It would be expected that the
girder with 38% debonding, staggered at locations 3ft, 6ft, and 9ft into the beam, would show
little bursting strains because few strands are transferring force at any particular location. The
transfer occurs gradually over the first 12ft of the girder. The measured strain results agree
with the expected behavior. The S5 gauge in the bonded girder reached 200 micro strain in
tension, only 94 micro strain occurred in the 38% girder, but 208 micro strain developed in
the 8in. debonded girder. There was virtually no strain difference between the bonded girder
and the 8in. debonded girder because all strands were transferring force to the concrete in the
same region.
Strain Results from Vibrating Wire Gauges: Average strain changes in the concrete
were measured at 4 different locations in the girders during detensioning. As described
earlier, the gauges were placed across regions where high tension strains were predicted by a
preliminary analytical model, and thus locations where cracks might occur. It was
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anticipated that any development of concrete cracks across one of the gauges would be
signaled by an abrupt large increase in strain measured by the gauge.
The cracking limit of the concrete was estimated using rupture equations from the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. AASHTO uses 1820*(sqrt fc’) as the elastic
modulus and 0.23*(sqrt fc’) as the rupture strength. The cracking strain is obtained by
dividing cracking strength by elastic modulus, and is approximately 126 micro strain by
averaging all girders tested.
The debonded girders and bonded girder were detensioned on different days and at
slightly different rates. Therefore, there is a difference in the data point numbers versus the
strands being cut shown along the time axis (x-axis) in Figure 6-21 through Figure 6-24. The
main information, however, to be gleaned from the data is the peak strains measured. The
figures show the results of all the vibrating wire gauges and the details of the gauge locations
were given in Figure 6-12. Note that results for all gauge locations are not always visible
because some of the gauges became damaged during the concrete placement and did not
subsequently work.
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Figure 6--21. Strain reesults for vib
brating wire gauge VW11. (positive = tension)
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Figure 6-2
22. Strain Reesults for Vibrating wiree gauge VW22. (positive = tension)
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Figure 6-2
23. Strain Reesults for Vibrating wiree gauge VW33. (positive = tension)

inclined strain at 8th
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Figure 6-2
24. Strain Reesults for Vibrating wiree gauge VW44. (positive = tension)
The plots of Figure 6--21 through Figure 6-24 will be exam
mined indiviidually, startting
from the top plot with the VW
W1 gauge. VW1
V
is verticcally locatedd at 30in. froom top centeer of
ge bar. This gauge was pplaced to dettect horizonttal cracks inn the
the fiirst longitudiinal top flang
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web and at the location where the predicted web tension strains were the highest. The gauge
in the 8in. debonded beam did not work. The results for both the normal girder and the 38%
debonded seem to indicate that cracking did occur, probably after the strands of the middle
bottom row were released. The average strain over the 6in. gauge length reached 166 micro
strain in the normal girder and 134 micro strain in the 38% debonded girder. The predicted
cracking strain was 122 micro strain. It is unfortunate that the VW1 gauge of the 8in.
debonded girder was broken. From the measured strains horizontal cracking of the web
might be expected in both girders.
The VW2 gauges were placed horizontally at the top of the bottom flange and 8in.
from the end of the girder – where a Y crack might occur. The gauge was inoperable in the
38% staggered debonded girder. Strains in the normal girder jumped after the middle bottom
row of strand was detensioned and indicated likelihood of a Y crack having developed with
an average peak of 1050 micro strain. The girder with 8in. debonding only developed 45
micro strain at the same location, which is below the cracking limit. Therefore, the 8in.
debonding showed a 96% decrease in tension strain compared to the normal girder.
Luckily all three inclined vibrating wire gauges in the bottom flange worked at the
location of VW3, approximately 14in. in from the girder end, so that the effect of debonding
patterns could be compared. The resulting strains in all three beams were low and indicating
that Y cracking was unlikely this far into the beam. The normal girder showed an average of
68 micro strain over the 2in. gage length, the 38% debonded reached 32 micro strain and the
8in. debonded developed 46 micro strain. Debonding did provide a small decrease in strains:
53% in staggered pattern and 32% in the 8in. debonded girder.
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Further into the girder, in the VW4 location approximately 26in. from the end, the
gauge in the bonded girder was inoperable. Therefore, only a comparison of the two
debonded girders can be made. Both the strains in the debonded girders are below the
cracking limit, however, so Y cracking was not expected at this location in either girder. The
peak strain value of the 8in. debonded girder is 108 micro strain whereas it is 65 micro strain
for the staggered debonded girder.

6.2 Cracks in Girders
Concrete is a heterogeneous mixture of an aggregate, sand, cement and water.
However, the distribution of these components are not even throughout the body depending
on many factors like casting position of concrete member, vibration, etc. so locating cracks
by modelling concrete bodies is a challenging job. As mentioned before, the location of all
gauges were positioned inside the concrete according where high strains were predicted by
Abaqus models with nonlinear material properties. Figure 6-25 shows the general location of
vibrating wire gauges in each girder. This is made to see how close the gauges were placed to
the visible cracks.
It seems that except for the vibrating wire gauge labelled as VW1, cracks did not
cross the other vibrating wire gauges. The VW 1 gages were very near to, or possibly
crossing a crack.
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ure 6-25. The location off vibrating wire
w gauges iin bonded (toop left), 38%
% debonded (top
Figu
riight), and thee girder that is debondedd 8 in. from eend (bottom
m).
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Figu
ure 6-26. Clo
ose-up pictu
ure of bottom
m flange for bbonded (top)), 38% de-boonded (midddle),
and 8in. deb
bonded (bottoom) girders..
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Right after de-tensioning, it was observed that Y cracks in the instrumented ends did
not develop or show a vertical leg through the bottom flange as in Figure 6-26. While the 8
inch debonded beam showed the start of top legs of a Y crack, the VW2 gage was parallel to
the cracks and would not provide any measurement. The VW3&4 gages might have crossed
the cracks if the cracks extended far enough in from the end of the girder.
Surprisingly, a severe Y crack did not occur in the bonded girder as predicted
analytically. There may be a partial explanation for this. Workers at the plant put two
uncoated #4- 30”x36” U bars beneath the top row of strands and above the bottom row
strands as in Figure 6-27 even though this was not in the standard WisDOT plans. The U
bars likely resisted some of the flange tension stresses and reduced the Y crack formation or
reduced the crack width so it was not visible. However, further study might be needed to
conclude that this is an effective method to prevent Y cracks at the bottom flange.
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Fig
gure 6-27. U bars beneath
h the top row
w of strands and above thhe bottom roow of strandds in
sid
de view (top)) and in top vview (bottom
m).
mpare effectivveness of thee debondingg is to compaare
One of the good meassures to com
the to
otal length off cracks at th
he ends of giirders. Below
w, in Table 66-3 and Figuure 6-28, craack
length
hs of the insstrumented end,
e the otherr end, and tootal of these two ends aree shown. Ann end
wise comparison is preferred
d because Y crack
c
lengthhs in each girrder are fairlly small.
Thereefore, a bigg
ger percentag
ge of total lengths of cra cks are in a combinationn of horizonttal
and in
nclined cracks.
Bonded

38% De-bondded

D
De-bonded 8in. from end

Instrumented End

132

42

174

Other End
E

194

14

88

Totaal

326

56

261

Table 6-3
3. Total end
d crack length
hs of each g irder. All meeasures are iin inches.
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Length - in.

Length of Cracks in Girders
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Instrumented End
Other End
Total
Bonded

38% Debonded Debonded 8in.
from end

Figure 6-28. Total crack lengths of girders.
The bonded girder was cast in a different bed and a different day than the debonded
girders. The debonded girders were in the same casting bed as in Figure 6-29 and the
instrumented ends were facing each other in the middle. The “X” in the “top view” of Figure
6-29 represents the places that the strands were flame cut. There was approximately 4 feet
between the faces of the girders at the middle.
In cutting strands the free length, outside of the beam, stores strain energy that is abruptly
released when a strand is cut. The longer the free distance, the larger the energy and
dynamic effect on the girder concrete at the initial bond point. An end of the girder with a
long free strand would be expected to be susceptible to more cracking than an end with a
short free length.
In the present case the normal girder was the end girder in the casting bed and our
instrumentation was placed at the end with hydraulic jacks, rather than at the girder end
between two girders, that is at the right side of the girders shown in Figure 6-29.
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The
T instrumentation for th
he debonded
d girders wass placed in tthe gap betw
wee the two
girders, rather thaan at the bed
d end where the hydrauliic jacks weree. This woulld be at the
midd
dle joint show
wn in Figuree 6-29.
When
W
strandss were cut beetween two girders
g
theree was a longeer free strandd length thann
when
n the strands were cut at the end of th
he bed. The 38% debondded girder haad a free straand
length
h of approxiimately 10 in
nches while the 8in. deboonded girderr had a free strand lengthh of
nearly
y 38 inches.
It
I is possible that the layo
out of the girders in the bbed affectedd the end craacking. Lookking
at thee other end of
o the normal girder, as in Figure 6-330, the top hoorizontal leggs of a Y craack
were apparent jusst as in the 8 inch debonded girder.

Figure 6-29. Plaan of de-bon
nded girders in the same formwork bbed.
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Figure 6-30.
6
Other end
e of normaal girder whiich was in thhe middle off the bed.
In
n respect to total
t
crackin
ng, both debo
onding patterrns worked w
well for reduucing the lenngth
of craacks but 38%
% debonding
g seems to bee more effecctive than fulll debonded by 8 in. Thee data
from gauges supp
ports this con
nclusion.

6.3 Bonded Girder
G
Com
mparison with
w the Ressults of Fin
nite Elemen
nt Models
Finite elemen
nt models weere created in
n Abaqus foor the girderss tested. The basic structture
of thee models useed the same procedures
p
as
a describedd in Chapter 4 but some cchanges werre
necesssary for eacch girders’ prroperties succh as concrette strength, eetc. to simullate the test
condiitions. The trransfer lengtth of the straands in all giirders was taaken as 36in. based on thhe
data obtained
o
from
m strain gau
uges and the AASHTO gguideline..
6.3.1 Bonded Girder
G
Crack
k Locations
The
T average initial
i
concreete strength of the bondeed girder waas measured as 7820 psi from
cylinder tests beffore de-tensio
oning of straands. Using tthis informaation, the craacking strainn was
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calcu
ulated as 126
6 με. The con
ncrete strainss from both test and moddels were coompared withh this
crack
king limit. Reeinforcing bar strains weere compareed with 690 μ
με corresponnding to the 20
ksi lim
mit on splittting zone rein
nforcement of AASHTO
O LRFD BD
DS Section 5..10.10.1.
A first compaarison is betw
ween the reaal girder end of the bondded girder annd the model built
for th
his girder. In
n Figure 6-31
1, the real ho
orizontal cracck locations are almost aat the same
heigh
ht and positio
on as predictted in the mo
odel (evidennced by lightt blue at 2366, green orr
orang
ge contours at
a higher straains).

Figure 6-31.
6
The comparison off bonded girdder ends in rreality and inn model.
6.3.2 Bonded Girder:
G
Strain
n Results at Vibrating
V
W
Wire Gauges
The
T strains prredicted nearr the vibratin
ng wire gaugge were obtaained from thhe finite elem
ment
modeels by averag
ging the elem
ment strains near
n the capps of the gagees. The vibraating wire
gaugees measure the
t average strain
s
over th
he full gage length whilee the FEM ggives strain aat a
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pointt. Figures 6-3
32 to 6-34 sh
how strains are
a in microsstrain and thhe graphs weere plotted ass the
prestrressing forcee was transfeerred to the concrete.
c
Thhe results froom VW 4 weere omitted
becau
use it was daamaged durin
ng release.

VW1

2000
1500
Prestressing1000
Forcce
-kip
ps
500
0
0
Test Data
D

100
Strrain - με
FEA

200

Fig
gure 6-32. Co
oncrete strain
n compariso
on between ddata obtainedd by VW gauuge 1 and finnite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)

VW2
2000
1500
Prestresssing
Forcce 1000
-kips
500
0
0
Teest Data

10
000
22000
Straain - με
FEA
Cracking S
Strain

Figu
ure 6-33. Con
ncrete strain
ns compariso
ons between data obtaineed by VW gaauge 2 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
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VW3
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1500
1
Prestressin
ng
1
Force 1000
-kips
500
0
0
Test Data
D

50
100
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Strain - με
FEA
F
Cracking
C
Strrain

Figu
ure 6-34. Con
ncrete strain
ns compariso
ons between data obtaineed by VW gaauge 3 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
VW1
V
was exp
pected to be under high tension
t
baseed on the finiite element m
model, whicch
prediicted a poten
ntial location
n for cracking
g. Figure 6-332 shows thaat the gage inndicated tennsion
and had
h good agrreement with
h the finite element moddel. The finall measured sstrain nearly
coinccided with th
he FEA model prediction
n. They are bboth over thee cracking liimit.
Likewise,
L
ten
nsion was exp
pected in thee location off VW2. The maximum pprincipal
directtion in the FEM
F
model was
w almost horizontal,
h
thherefore, thee gage was pplaced
horizzontally. Thee model seem
ms to match measured
m
strrain well unttil the top roow of bottom
m
flang
ge strands weere cut, whicch correspon
nd to approxiimately 700 kips of prestressing forcce.
Afterr that, the diffference incrreases rapidlly with the ggauge resultss indicating a likely crackk
interccept by the gauge.
g
The predicted
p
straains are thenn significantlly lower. Booth results,
howeever, are oveer the crackin
ng limit so th
here must bee cracking innside of the ggirder. Thouugh
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the strains were larger than the cracking limit, during end zone observations no Y cracks
were visible.
Test and model results at the VW3 location indicate that strains are smaller than the
expected concrete cracking limit, which means that cracks probably did not extend to that
location. The agreement between the the model and the data is good until the middle strand
row in the bottom flange was cut. From there the FEM predicted strains continued to increase
but the measured strains stayed relatively constant. The behavior of the measured strains
seems to indicate that there may have been a crack nearby, limiting an increase in stress, but
strains in adjacent concrete stayed constant. Since the strains were below the cracking limit
defined for the FEM model the behavior continued as elastic without cracking. It is likely
that cracking started in the girder at a strain lower than expected by the AASHTO equation
for cracking stress/strain used in the FEM model.
6.3.3

Bonded Girder: Strain Results at Strain Gauges

All strain values in the reinforcing bars were below the AASHTO LRFD limit of 20 ksi,
which corresponds to 690 με, so the limit was not included in Figures 6-35 to 6-39. Since rebars are homogeneous and remain elastic, the correlation between measured and predicted
strains should be close. The strains in the figures are for gages S1-S3 on the vertical web
bars, S4 on the bottom flange banana bar and S5 on a bottom stirrup.
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S1
2000
1500
Prestressing
Fo
orce 1000
- kips
k
500
0
0
Test
T Data

FEA

200
Strain
S
- με

400

Figu
ure 6-35. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 1 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
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Prestrressing
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k
600
0
400
0
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-50
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T Data

FEA

50
5
1000
Strain
S
- με

150

Figu
ure 6-36. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 2 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
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Figu
ure 6-37. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 3 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
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Figu
ure 6-38. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 4 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
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Figu
ure 6-39. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 5 and ffinite
element model
m
during
g prestress reelease for boonded girderr. (positive = tension)
The
T correlatio
ons for gaug
ges S2, S3 an
nd S5 were vvery good. T
The final FEM
M predicted
valuee for the straiin at gauge S1
S was nearlly double thee actual meaasured strainn, though the
correlation was good
g
until thee bottom straand row wass released. T
This differencce could havve
occurrred if the acctual girder had
h cracked slightly abovve or below the gauge loocation, alloowing
the baar stress and
d strain to rem
main constan
nt at the gauuge. This maay be corroboorated by thee
rapid
d variation in
n concrete strrains shown by the contoours in Figurre 6-31.
The
T predicted
d strain at gaauge S4 was also nearly double the m
measured strrain after thee
midd
dle strand lay
yer in the botttom flange was
w releasedd. Neither off the strains aare significaant –
being
g between 20
0 and 48 , well below the concretee cracking sttrain. The 288  error is well
withiin the bound of accuracy
y expected in
n measuring and predictiion of strainss in reinforceed
concrrete memberrs.
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6.4 38% De-b
bonded Girrder With Strands
S
Boonded in Sttaggered L
Lengths
The
T initial concrete streng
gth for the girder
g
with 388% debonding was 81400 psi from
cylinder tests beffore de-tensio
oning of straands. This innformation w
was used to ccalculate thee
king strain off concrete, which
w
is 126 με. The conncrete strainss from both ttest and moddels
crack
were compared with
w this craccking limit. Again,
A
reinfo
forcing bar sttrains were ccompared with
690 με
μ correspon
nding to the 20
2 ksi limit on
o splitting zzone reinforrcement of A
AASHTO LR
RFD
BDS Section 5.10
0.10.1.
Comparison
C
of
o ends show
wed good corrrelation in vvisible and ppredicted craack locationss.
The model
m
showeed the region
n where craccks will occuur, based on the 126 με llimit, in Figuure
6-40 as light bluee or green in contour color. No crackking clearly aappeared in the model,
excep
pt possibly in
n the bottom
m flange, but limited webb cracking diid occur in thhe girder.

Figure
F
6-40.. The compaarison of 38%
% de-bondedd girder endss in reality annd in model.
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bonding: Strrain Resultss at Vibratin
ng Wire Gaauges
6.4.1 38% Deb
The
T following
g Figure 6-4
41 through Fiigure 6-43 aare comparisons betweenn test data annd
finitee element mo
odel strain prredictions in
n the concrette. The graphhs were plottted as
prestrressing forcee was transfeerred to the concrete
c
(tim
me along x-aaxis) versus sstrain. The
resultts from VW2
2 were omittted because it was damaaged during rrelease.

VW 1

2000
1500
Prestressing
Force1000
- kips
500
0
0
Test Data

50
100
Strain
n - με
FEA

150
Craacking Limiit

Fig
gure 6-41. Co
oncrete strain
n compariso
on between ddata obtainedd by VW gauuge 1 and finnite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)

VW 3
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Cracking Lim
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Fig
gure 6-42. Co
oncrete strain
n compariso
on between ddata obtainedd by VW gauuge 3 and finnite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Fig
gure 6-43. Co
oncrete straiin compariso
on between ddata obtainedd by VW gaauge 4 and finite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
Good
G
correlattion is apparrent at the VW1 gauge loocation as shhown in Figuure 6-41. In
Figurre 6-25, the horizontal
h
crrack just reacched the VW
W1 location, so it is logiccal that the
strain
ns are over th
he cracking limit.
l
The reesults at the V
VW4 locatioon are also ggood, althouggh
the sttrains are quite low.
The
T strains att VW3 did not exhibit a good correlaation after thhe bottom strrands startedd
being
g released. The
T FEA mod
del predicted
d double the tensile straiin measured,, though the
strain
n was less than 60.
6.4.2 38% Debo
onded Girdeer: Strain Results at Straiin Gauges
In
n the 38% dee-bonded girrder, the S1 and
a S3 gaugges were brokken so their plots are noot
show
wn. S2 and S3
3 results are from the vertical web b ars, S4 and S
S5 are from the bottom
flang
ge.
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Figu
ure 6-44. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
datta obtained ffrom strain ggauge 2 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-45. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
datta obtained ffrom strain ggauge 4 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-46. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 5 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 38% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
All
A of the reb
bar strain resu
ults in Figurres 6-44 to 6-46 show goood correlatiion between
measured strains and the pred
dicted valuess, validatingg the accuraccy of the FEM
M analysis.

6.5 62% De-b
bonded Girrder With Strands
S
Boonded at 8iin. From E
End
The
T initial concrete streng
gth of the 62
2% de-bondeed girder waas 7975 psi fr
from cylinder
tests before de-tensioning of strands. Agaain, the crackking strain oof concrete iss 126 με andd is
used to compare the concretee strains from
m both test annd models too predict craacking.
Comparing
C
th
he ends, the FEM
F
modell seems to caapture all craacks except one horizonntal
crack
k at the top close to the in
nclined crack. The modeel did not preedict any Y cracks. The
actuaal beam did have
h
the beg
ginning of a Y crack withh partial top arms that diid not extendd into
the fllange. A possible reason
n for the diffeerence is thaat on release the dissipateed energy off the
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free strands
s
beyond the girdeer end created
d an additionn dynamic fo
force that migght have creeated
that crack.
c
No dy
ynamic effects were simu
ulated in the model. Moddel cracks arre expected
where the color contours
c
are light blue, green
g
or orannge in Figuree 6-47.

Figure
F
6-47.. The compaarison of 62%
% de-bondedd girder endss in reality annd in model.
6.5.1 62% Debo
onded: Straiin Results at Vibrating W
Wire Gauges
From view
wing Figure 6-25, the fo
ormation of tthe Y crack ddid not visibbly reach to tthe
locatiion of VW2 gauge on th
he banana baar of the bottoom flange. T
The predicted concrete sstrain
howeever, was neaarly twice th
he measured strain thouggh staying beelow the assuumed crackiing
level. Strains at VW3
V
also did
d not reach cracking
c
bassed on both F
Figure 6-25 visual
indications and th
he concrete cracking
c
straain limit. Thhe model corr
rrectly prediccted that
crack
king should not
n occur. Again, the FE
EM predictedd higher straiins than meaasured, but inn
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both cases the meeaseured straains were sm
mall and the eerrors were nnot significaant. Strains aat
4 were in goo
od agreemen
nt.
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Figu
ure 6-48. Con
ncrete strains comparisons between ddata obtaineed via VW gaauge 2 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-49. Con
ncrete strains comparisons between ddata obtaineed via VW gaauge 3 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-50. Con
ncrete strains comparisons between ddata obtaineed via VW gaauge 4 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)

6.5.2 62% Debo
onded: Straiin Results at Strain Gaugges
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Figu
ure 6-51. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 1 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-52. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 2 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-53. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 3 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-54. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 4 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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Figu
ure 6-55. Re--bar strain co
omparisons between
b
dataa obtained frrom strain gaauge 5 and ffinite
ellement modeel during preestress releasse for 62% dde-bonded giirder. (positiive = tensionn)
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All the comparisons of strains at locations S1 to S5 obtained from the FEA model and
the test data are in good agreement. Therefore, the FEM model seems to predict reinforcing
bar strains accurately.

6.6 Observations and Summary
The results from some strain gauges in the instrumented end of the girder with strands
debonded 8in. from the end gave higher strains than found in the bonded girder end. The
strain gauge in the first vertical web steel re-bar increased by 182%, and by 35% in the third
web rebar. The strain gauge on the fifth web bar was fairly far from the cracking zone and
therefore the bar strains were small. Debonding the strand for 8in. apparently can be expected
to increase horizontal web cracking. This is not a serious consequence since the web cracks
are not near strand and cracks will not likely cause strand corrosion. The web cracks also
tend to close as additional dead and live load is applied to the girder.
Since the strain gauges were mounted on more uniform material (re-bars) than concrete,
the results of a measured and predicted comparison are good.
The results of a vibrating gauge used to indicate horizontal web crack (VW1) showed
a decreased of 19% in tensile strain in the 38% debonded girder compared to the fully
bonded girder. The results from the vibrating wire gauges on the first web bar (VW1), used
to detect horizontal web cracking, had a good agreement in both bonded and 38% de-bonded
girders with the analytic predicted strains. The results were over the concrete cracking limit
because that gauge had apparently crossed one of the horizontal cracks.
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The S5 strain gauge on a bottom flange tie bar was placed to indicate the degree of
bursting stresses developing in the girders. 38% debonding with a staggered pattern
decreased these bursting strains by 53% compared to the bonded girder. The strains at the
same location were not changed compared to the fully bonded girder when the bottom
strands were debonded 8 inches.
Possible cracking of the concrete in the bottom flange was judged by measured
concrete strains. Though the concrete tensile cracking strain is not well known, a value
suggested by AASHTO was assumed as a limit to gage possible crack formation. The VW2
gauge (used to measure possible Y cracks) showed that debonding 8in. from the end
decreased the horizontal strains across the bottom flange by 96% at the end of the beam
compared to the fully bonded case. Results from the other two other vibrating wire gauges
showed that strains were decreased with both debonding patterns, compared to the fully
bonded case.
Also, the final value of the strain gauge on the banana bar below the first web bar (S4)
showed poor correlation with predicted results in the bonded girder. The reason is that this
re-bar was epoxy coated so there might not be enough bond between concrete and steel.

6.7 Conclusion
Debonding 38% of the strands in the bottom flange at the girder end of 54W girders
considerably decreases strains both in reinforcing bars and in the concrete as compared to a
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bonded girder. Y cracking can be eliminated with staggered debonding and sufficient strands
debonded. The staggered debonding also reduced horizontal web cracking. The reason is that
38% debonding, with staggered debonded strands, gradually transfers the prestress over a
long distance with less stress concentration.
Debonding the bottom strands for an 8 inch distance from the girder end is also an
effective technique for controlling Y cracking. The 8 inch debonding actually increases
horizontal web cracking slightly compared to a normal girder. This is not a serious effect,
however, since the horizontal web cracks close under added dead and live loads. Y cracks
tend to open with added loading and are of prime concern.
Debonding works well for decreasing the total length of cracks, but the 38%
debonded girder showed the least cracking.
The effect of placing U bars horizontally in the bottom flange, as County Precast did
in the 54Ws, might be be investigated as an added aid in reducing girder end crack widths.
Strain data measured from the vertical web reinforcing bars allows a conclusion that
the first three bars from the end of the girder work to control cracking. The extra two bars
used in the WisDOT standard designs are ineffective and could be removed.
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7 CAUSE OF CRACKING & DESIGN OF GIRDERS

FEA is a very important tool to get full response information for a wide domain of
differing girders while conventional experiments can only provide information at discrete
gage locations. The response of many loadings in any direction can easily be examined with
the FEA models. Examination of strain and stress information from the FEA models may
also be used to explain the possible cause of cracks at the girder ends.
The primary explanation for cracking is that high principal tensile strains are crack prone
locations of the girder. In this chapter the response of concrete and reinforcing steel, due to
prestress loading at the end of pretensioned girders, will be examined and discussed. For this,
the strain fields in the bonded 54W girder models will be used since they were in good
agreement with measured data and the 72W bonded girder gave similar trends.
In Chapter 0, concrete behavior was defined: “after attaining the tension cracking strain
limit, concrete elements undergo plastic deformations and cannot carry further loads (cracks
occurs). In these locations, stresses drop while the strains increase”. For this reason, using
concrete strains makes sense for a cracking investigation because they grow rapidly once a
crack forms. The behavior of steel reinforcement bars, however, were modeled as linear
elastic since no yielding was expected. The effects in the re-bars can be presented as stresses
or strains.
The comparison of the finite element model results and test results agreed well, so the
models are assumed acceptable for use in explaining the behavior of the girder end zone and
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to examine the required percentage of debonding needed to prevent all cracks. Because of
variations in fabrication, concrete strength, non-homogeneity, etc., FEA should not be
anticipated to simulate the behavior of every girder with perfect accuracy. It is, however,
sufficient to represent the typical girder cracking behavior. After explaining causes of cracks,
the percentage of strands needed to control cracking will also be discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Concrete Response & Causes of Cracks
Figure 7-1 shows the maximum principal strains in a fully bonded 54W girder with 42
strands. The principal strains are shown by various colors and go up to 4500 με (with positive
strain indicating tension) and light blue indicating possible start of cracking. The red, green
and yellow colors are for high strains, indicating the locations of cracks. For this girder, a
cracking strain was calculated as 132 με based on the compression strength of the girder,
which is 7820 psi. However, 150 με (or 1.50*10-4 strain) was assumed to be an initial
cracking strain based on the observations between test data and model data.
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Figu
ure 7-1. Prin
ncipal tensilee strains in co
oncrete, elevvation view ((left) and crooss section vview
at
a the end (riight). (positiive = tensile))

There are three region
ns which sho
ow high straiins, and as eexpected most of these
regions are the saame location
ns where craccks are obserrved in the ffield. The firrst region is
aroun
nd the inclined crack reg
gion visible in
i the elevatiion view neaar the top. Thhis region iss
close to draped sttrands. The concrete
c
elem
ments near tthe strands experience inncreased
comp
pression straiins compareed to their su
urroundings, and tension strains deveelop
perpeendicular to the
t compresssion directio
on - causing cracks.
The secon
nd region is near
n 1/3 the girder depthh up from thhe bottom and visible in tthe
web from
f
the elev
vation view of Figure 7--1. This is w
where horizonntal cracks fo
form in the w
webs
of thee girders, and the strains are high. Th
here are som
me locations where strainns are especiially
high (red and yellow contourrs) and the hiighest of theese peaks is aat the lower portion of thhe
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web just above the bottom flange-web junction. Again, the locations of these high web
strains coincide with the observed locations of horizontal web cracks.
The last region where high strains are observed is in the bottom flange; near the
middle of the width of the flange as evident in the cross section view of Figure 7-1. High
strains seem to initiate near the bottom of the girder, and extend upwards to meet the
horizontal crack right at the web junction, creating the Y-cracks as observed in the field.
7.1.1

Cause of Inclined Crack & Horizontal Crack
Figure 7-1 only shows the maximum principal strain values but it does not give any

information about the direction of these strains. Figure 7-2 shows the principal tensile strain
directions to further support the previous discussion. Cracks are likely to form perpendicular
to the direction of these tensile strains. The strains are indicated by lines with arrows and the
lengths of these lines indicate the size of strains.
By looking at Figure 7-2, the inclined cracks probably initiate 2-3 inches in from the
girder end and near the top of the web where the strain lines are longest in length = high
strains. Then the cracks extend downward with an inclination while remaining perpendicular
to the principal tension. Concrete tensile strains predicted in the inclined crack region
reached 718 με, which is well above the expected concrete cracking limit of the 54W bonded
girder.
The inclined cracks are caused by the draped strands in the thin web section.
Basically, once the stresses in the draped strands transfer to the concrete, the principal
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comp
pression stresses increasee, causing an
n increase inn the principaal tensile strains in the
concrrete. After ex
xceeding thee concrete teensile strain llimit, crackss occur.

Figu
ure 7-2. Principal tensile strains direcctions – 0” iis the girder end.
Figure 7-2
2 shows thatt the directio
ons of tensilee strain liness are verticall in the web nnear
the en
nd of the beaam. Web craacks may occcur because of the eccenntricity between the bottoom
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straig
ght and uppeer draped straands. Two prestressing fforce resultaants are appliied to the
concrrete at the diifferent depth
h locations. The force reesultants from
m the drapedd strands andd
straig
ght strands effectively crreate a momeent in the weeb. The top cconcrete, neaar the drapedd
strand
ds, is comprressed inward
d longitudin
nally. Concreete near the m
middle of thee depth, betw
ween
the sttrand locatio
ons, is relativ
vely uncomp
pressed. Conncrete in the bbottom flangge is highly
comp
pressed inwaard longitudiinally. The effect of the ddiffering com
mpression iss to cause a
bendiing effect wiith the end of
o the girder web developping verticall tension. Thhe web at thee
girder end, thereffore might crrack under th
his bending. With heavieer prestressing, more craack
openiing will be prone
p
to occu
ur.
7.1.2 Cause of Y Cracking
To predicct the Y crack
ks, the princcipal tension strain directtions in the ccross sectionn of
the bo
ottom flangee at 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 42,
4 and 48 innches in from
m the girderr end are shoown
in Fig
gure 7-3. If the
t strains on
n the cross section
s
are alll in the sam
me or similar direction, annd
their sizeis large enough, a crrack is likely
y. Otherwisee, it is unlikeely to occur.

0 in.

6 in.

12 in.
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18 in.
i

36
6 in.

24 in.

42 in.

300 in.

48 in.

Figurre 7-3. Princcipal tensile strains
s
directtions on the cross sectioon of bottom flange at vaarious
distances in
i from the ggirder end.
In Figure 7-3, the princcipal tensile strain directiions at the ggirder end (0 in.) are largge
and all
a horizontaal in the middle of the flaange, which could lead tto the formattion of the
verticcal leg of a Y crack at th
he bottom. Th
hose strain llines in Figur
ure 7-3 at 0 inn. are actuallly
largerr (strain mag
gnitude) than
n any other lines
l
in the bbottom flangge.
From 0in. to
t 18in. the strain
s
lines in
n the web-too-flange joinnt region are also all paraallel
and appear
a
to run
n tangent to the
t girder su
urfaces. At 0iin., just abovve the flangee, the strain lines
are ag
gain particullarly large – indicating high
h
tension strains that ccould cause horizontal oor
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slightly angled cracks at that interface. The initial vertical flange crack might turn toward
both web faces with these second strains that are tangent to the radius of the web-to-flange
joint.
From 18 in. to 36 in. (at the end of transfer length), the tension strain lines tend to
encircle the strands, indicating a bursting effect. Therefore, the confinement stirrups in this
region of the flange may be useful. After 36 inches, no particular trend in tension strain
direction is observed. Tension strains are in random directions and much smaller. So cracks
should not be anticipated.
The vertical leg of the Y crack that forms at the girder end may be caused by the
eccentricity of strand force to each side of the mid flange section. Similar to web cracking,
the resultant force of strands on each side of the bottom flange, with no force at the center –
due to the absence of the draped strands, creates a bending effect in the flange section,
causing the crack. The outsides of the flange are both compressed inward, while the midsection is uncompressed and restrained by the stress-free web. Once the vertical crack forms
at the girder end it tends to meet the lower web cracks, forming a Y crack. Releasing outer
strand first accentuates this eccentricity and cracking.

7.2 Steel Response
As described in Chapter 0, the reinforcing bars are modeled as linear elastic truss
elements in the FEM analysis. Once the nonlinear concrete elements pass the cracking limit,
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a streess redistribu
ution takes place. When the concretee softens in ttension due tto cracking, the
resisttance will bee provided by
y adjacent reeinforcing baar elements.
The longitu
udinal stress change in reeinforcing baars of the 722W model iss shown in Figure
7-4. The
T colors reepresent the stress level;; ranging froom dark bluee for low streess (i.e.comp
pression) to red
r for high tension stresss. The maxiimum verticcal web bar sstresses are in the
same locations ass horizontal web
w cracks are
a predictedd to occur, inndicating thaat the re-bars
d stress distrribution took
k place after the concretee cracked. This high tenssion
were engaged and
s
can be seen in the red
r portion oof vertical w
web rebar appproximately 1/3
rebarr strain and stress
the deepth up from
m the girder bottom
b
at the girder endd. Vertical baars close to tthe end
develloped the hig
ghest stressees with a valu
ue of 22 ksi,, which is beelow the yielld stress of rebars. Other bars have
h
lower stresses.
s
Theerefore, the rreinforcing bbars are in thhe linear elasstic
rangee.

366 in.

Figure 7-4
4. Longitudinal stresses – S11 (psi) oof reinforcinng bars in 722W girder.
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The stresses in bottom flange stirrups are low at the girder end but reach 17 ksi at the
end of the transfer length because of the bursting effect, as was discussed with sections
between 18 and 36in. of Figure 7-3.
The largest peak stresses predicted in the 54W and 72W girders are presented in
Table 7-1. Note that the vertical bar stresses should be limited to 20 ksi for crack control by
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. The girders, however, exceed these limits by
10 and 15 percent, respectively. Also, all the maximum stresses are below yield stress of
steel, which proves that the assumption of modelling the steel elements with a linear elastic
property is a correct approach.
Maximum Stresses in Reinforcing Bars - ksi
54W
72W
Vertical Web
Bottom Stirrup
Vertical Web
Bottom Stirrup
Bar
Bar
22
10
23
49

Table 7-1. Maximum stresses observed in 54W and 72W models.

In conclusion, the FEA model of a 54W bonded girder is used to explain cracking at the
ends by looking at the distribution and direction of the tensile strains. The inclined cracks
were thought to be caused by the bursting pressure due to the draped strands. The web cracks
were due to the eccentricity of the straight and draped strands over the depth. Finally, the Y
cracks were triggered by the eccentricity of the strands over the width of the girder.
Debonding is an effective method to control the cracking because it reduces the resultant
prestressing force coming from strands, lessening the internal concrete tension stresses.
Debonding strands close to the flange edges at the bottom flange, reducing the eccentricity of
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the resultant prestress force from the section center, is useful to reduce the tensile strains
causing the Y cracking.
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8
RECOMMENDED DEBONDING WITH DIFFERENT
NUMBERS OF STRANDS IN WISCONSIN 54W AND 72W
GIRDERS
Debonding reduces the concentration of prestressing force applied to the concrete in
the girder end region by moving the transfer lengths of some strands further into the girder.
Since cracking has been shown to be induced by high concentrated concrete prestress force,
debonding seems to be a logical solution for controlling cracking.
Finding the necessary number and locations of strands that should be debonded for
both 54W and 72W girders, with different standard strand contents, required special
investigations based on debonding length, debonding percentage, strands to debond, the
prestressing force, material properties, and the length of the girders. These investigations
involved looking analytically at numerous possible designs for each girder with a particular
strand content. The best debonding patterns were found by modelling both 54W and 72W
girders with different numbers of strands.
What it is meant by best debonding pattern is a design that reduced the concrete tensile
strains to a value near or below 150 με. The true cracking limit is actually thought to be
larger than the value calculated from the AASHTO rupture equation (130 με ) and 150 με
was assumed. Since it is important to control the eccentricity of resultant prestress forces
across the width of the bottom flange, the inner most strand column was left bonded. The
AASHTO LRFD BDS does not allow debonding of the outermost strand columns so that
requirement was also followed. AASHTO also limits debonding to 25% of the strand, but
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the commentary in C5.11.4.3 acknowledges that states have had success with greater
percentages of debonded strands. Texas has used debonding percentages over 50%. No limit
is placed on the number of unbonded strands in the designs examined here.
In the analyses, a uniform stress was applied to the concrete over the strand transfer
length to simulate the strand concrete bond. The uniform stresses transferred from
prestressing steel to concrete were calculated from the jacking stresses of strands
(0.75*fPU=202.5 ksi). However, since elastic losses were considered, a value which is
smaller than that was applied to models with elastic loss estimated. Again, to be consistent,
the concrete strength was taken as 7000 psi, which is slightly larger than the normal WisDOT
specified value of 6800 psi, - the minimum required concrete strength that should exist
before strand release. Finally, the assumed girder lengths (used for elastic loss and girder
weight) were chosen from the WisDOT Bridge Manual (14). The maximum girder lengths
allowed by this manual for 72W and 54W girders with a specific number of strands were
used as assumed extreme cases.

8.1 Best Debonding Percentage for Each Girder
FEA was used to study the debonding pattern needed for each girder with different
numbers of strands. The maximum number of strands with 72W girders is 48 strands.
Therefore, exploration of different debonding patterns for the 72W girder with 48 strands
will be shown here but the same procedures were used to find the best debonding patterns for
other strand quantities and for 54W beams.
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Six debonding patterns were tried for the 72W girder with 48 strands. Results with one
fully bonded strand pattern is also shown for comparison. In the following discussion “DB”
represents debonding and the number next to it is the percentage of total strands that are
debonded. Finally, the letters A and B are for the same debonding percentage but different
debonding patterns. The debonding patterns examined were as follow.


DB 0: All strands are bonded at the girder end. 8 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1a)



DB 38: 38 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft. and
9ft. from the girder end. 8 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1b)



DB 42_A: 42 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft.
and 9ft. from the girder end. 8 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1c)



DB 42_B: 42 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft.
and 9ft. from the girder end. 6 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1d)



DB 46: 46 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft. and
9ft. from the girder end. 8 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1e)



DB 50_A: 50 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft.
and 9ft. from the girder end. 8 strands were draped. (Figure 8-1f)



DB 50_B: 50 % of all strands were debonded. They start to get bonded after 3ft., 6ft.
and 9ft. from the girder end. No strands were draped. (Figure 8-1g)
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a) DB
D 0

b) DB 38
3

e) DB
B 46

c) DB 42-A
A

f) DB 50--A

d) D
DB 42-B

gg) DB 50-B
B

Fig
gure 8-1. Strrand patternss at the endss of girders. D
Distances deenoted are loocations wheere
those strrands start bbonding.
The conto
our plots of principal
p
ten
nsile strain foor the girders with differrent debondiing
casess, and maxim
mum principaal strains at horizontal
h
annd Y crack rregions for eeach girder aare
show
wn in Figure 8-2, and Fig
gure 8-3, resp
pectively. Thhe contour m
maximum tennsion strain w
was
set to
o 500 με in each figure to
o visually co
ompare the sttrain changees in the girdder models. T
The
girder with no deebonding preedicted crack
k locations att the end andd the tensionn strain valuees
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are laarge. The efffect of debon
nding can bee immediatelly seen by coomparing thee contour ploots
of thee DB 0 and DB
D 38 girders. The strains in DB 388 were reduceed to 215 μεε for the Y crrack
region and 280 με for the horrizontal crack
k region, froom bonded vvalues of 27334 με and 12243
με respectively. The
T 38% deb
bonding redu
uced Y crackk strains by 992% but craacking is stilll
expeccted so furth
her debondin
ng is needed.
Draping six
s strands in
nstead of eig
ght actually hhelped to elim
minate Y craacks in the D
DB
42-B girder, as co
ompared to 42-A
4
with 8 draped strannds, but horiizontal web cracking is sstill
expeccted. The DB
B 50-A girdeer is anotherr option for tthe 72W girdder with 48 sstrands sincee the
Y craack strain of 151 με was the lowest of
o all the pattterns. A desiign with no draped strannds
and 50%
5
debondiing (DB50-B
B) is again effective for Y crack elim
mination but not for
horizzontal web crracks. Since horizontal web
w cracks w
will normallyy close as deead and live load
are ad
dded, the 42A or no drap
pe 50B are acceptable
a
allternatives. M
Maximum prrincipal tenssion
strain
ns for all the girder patterns are show
wn in Figure 8-3.

a) DB
D 0
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b) DB
B 38

c) DB
B 42-A

d) DB
B 42-B
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e) DB
B 46

f) DB
B 50-A

g) DB
B 50-B
Figure 8-2
2. Contour pllots of bondeed and debonnded 72W girders with 448 strands.
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Maximum Principle Strain με

Maximum Principle Strain vs Debonding
Percentage-%
300
Max. Horizontal Strainμε

250
200
150
εcracking

100
35

40

45
50
Debonding Percentage -%

55

Figure 8-3. Maximum principal strain at horizontal and Y crack region from each girder.
(Note: A fully bonded strand pattern resulted in maximum horizontal and Y-crack strains of
1243 and 2734 respectively.)
Since inclined cracks are a result of draped strands, reducing the number of draped
strands (DB42A to 42B) helped to get of these cracks. Also, strain around the Y crack region
decreased with fewer draped stands because of the increase in compression in the mid-region
of the bottom flange with strands present that otherwise would have been draped. On the
other hand, the larger bottom flange resultant prestress force increased the tensile strains in
the horizontal web cracking region.
In the web zone, higher levels of debonding reduced the maximum tensile strains.
This result is anticipated because bonding fewer strands close to the end will reduce the
moment magnitude in the web region induced by combined eccentric draped and straight
strands. Likewise, debonding the strands close to the bottom flange edges decreases the
eccentricity about the flange mid- cross section, leading to have smaller Y crack inducing
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tensile strains. If this strategy is not followed, the strains causing Y cracking will increase by
the range of 200-250 με.
Following these procedures, effective debonding patterns were tried and found for
other 72W strand amounts and for 54W girders. In all cases the aim was to limit the concrete
tension strains to 150 με, but some of the values are just above that limit, which was deemed
acceptable.
It was found that the desired debonding percentage is the same for different girders
(72W and 54W) when the same number of strands are used. This is logical because both
girders have the same size bottom flanges and web widths.
Table 8-1 and Figure 8-4 show the best debonding percentages for 72W and 54W
girders with different numbers of strands and their maximum tensile strains at horizontal and
Y cracking regions; and the best debonding patterns, respectively. The work for determining
these other debonding patterns is shown in the Appendix. Drawings of each of these selected
patterns are also in Figure 8-4 and could serve as a basis for creating alternative WisDOT
Bridge Manual Standards 19.16 and 19.18.
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Tab
ble 8-1. Bestt debonding percentagess for 72W annd 54W girdeer with diffeerent numberr of
strands and their maxiimum valuess in horizonttal and Y craack crackingg locations.

a) 48
4 DB 50%
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b) 46 DB 48%
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c) 444 DB 45%
%

d) 42 DB 43%
%
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e) 40 DB 40
0%

f) 38 DB 42
2%

i) 32 DB 31%
%

j) 30 DB 33
3%

g) 36 DB 399%

kk) 28 DB 229%

h)) 34 DB 299%

kk) 26 DB 223%

d debonding
g patterns forr 72W and 554W girders with differeent
Fiigure 8-4. Reecommended
num
mber of strannds.
(The desig
gnation “32D
DB31%” rep
presents 32 total strandss with 31% ddebonded.)

Debondin
ng many straands might reeduce the shhear capacityy at the ends where criticcal
sectio
ons are locatted for shearr. Shear stren
ngth, therefoore, must be checked at ccritical end
locatiions. Since the
t project details
d
for thee debonded ggirder designns in Chapteer 5 & Chaptter 6
were known, the shear capaciity at the end
ds were checcked. Howevver, the bridge spans andd
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girder spacing for the other girders analyzed were not known and the shear capacities could
not be checked.
The results of the debonding study showed that debonding patterns, with careful
selection, brought the concrete tension strains below the elastic cracking limit for the crack
prone zones. Draping six strands instead of eight helped to eliminate Y cracks but the strains
around the horizontal web crack region increased. Also, a no draped strand girder design with
50% debonding is effective for Y crack elimination but not for horizontal cracks. Since the
horizontal web cracks are not as critical as Y cracks, the no draped strand design may be
preferred. Under added vertical loading, over the girder weight alone, the web cracks tend to
close but the Y-cracks actually widen. Since the Y crack is in the critical region where strand
corrosion occurs, their elimination is essential.
Placement of shielding over strand during fabrication, to create debonding, adds some
difficulty to the construction process. Long lengths of shielding sleeve (over 10 ft.) are more
difficult to place than short lengths. Hence it is desirable from a construction viewpoint, as
well as for shear strength, to keep debonded lengths short. Placing sleeves over interior
strands is more difficult than exterior, but AASHTO requires that exterior strand in each row
should not be debonded. Limited wicking of cement paste into the sleeves may occur, but the
bond developed is usually broken when the strand is released with careful sleeve placement
and sealing.
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In this Chapter, recommended debonding patterns for each girder were presented.
Debonding affects the shear capacity at critical end locations so when debonding is used,
shear capacities should be checked for the specific span and girder loading pattern to insure
sufficient shear capacity.
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9. SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this research was to recommend a method to control cracking at
the ends of pretensioned girders, right after detensioning the strands, for the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation (WisDOT). These cracks can cause durability problems in the
long term and discourage engineers from designing deep and heavily prestressed girders.
The girder ends should be modelled with nonlinear behavior due to cracks occurring and
force redistribution. In most other studies on this topic, however, the anchorage zone
materials were treated as linear. Accurate stress and strain distributions in this nonlinear
cracked region were not found in the literature descriptions.
The process in this study was to identify the strain pattern at the girder ends using
nonlinear FEA and find strand debonding patterns that would likely eliminate bottom flange
cracking. The verification of the nonlinear FEA was done by using test data and the
quantitative correlation of the FEA results with field data was found satisfactory. The ability
to predict crack locations analytically was good for both girders that were actually tested.
Then, the FEA was utilized to examine the causes of cracking. After verifying that debonding
eliminates cracking by examining the cause of cracks at the ends of the girders,
recommended debonding patterns were found for 54W and 72W girders with different
number of strands. The ability of debonding to reduce the strains below or close to the
theoretical cracking limit was shown.
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FEA models of the 54W bonded girder were used to explain cracking at the ends by
looking at the distribution and direction of the tensile strains. The inclined cracks were
thought to be caused by the bursting pressure due to the draped strands. The web cracks were
due to the eccentricity of prestress forces caused by the straight and draped strands over the
girder depth. Finally, the Y cracks were triggered by the eccentricity of the prestress force
induced by the bottom flange strands arranged over the width of the flange.
Debonding is an effective method to eliminate cracks because it reduces the resultant
prestressing force coming from strands, lessening the moment across the web and the
transverse bending of the bottom flange. The web cracks and the bottom flange Y cracks can
be eliminated by the debonding. The stresses of reinforcing bars used to control cracking at
the girder end remain below the yield level when prestress forces are applied. Vertical web
re-bars within 12 in. from the girder end are the only bars effective in controlling the width of
web cracks when debonding is not used. The bursting stirrups placed around the bottom
flange strands are ineffective in controlling the Y crack widths, without debonding, because
the epoxy coatings reduce the concrete to steel bond.
The results of the debonding study showed that debonding patterns, with careful
consideration of selection, greatly reduce concrete tension strains to below the elastic
cracking limit for the crack prone zones. Draping six strands instead of eight aids in
eliminates Y cracks. Designing with no draped strands and debonding 50% of the strand is
effective for eliminating Y cracks in the girders with the largest number of strands. The
recommended debonding patterns for Wisconsin 54W and 72W girders, with various strand
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content are identified. Debonding can affect the shear capacity at the girder end so when
debonding is used, shear capacities should be carefully checked.
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9. APPENDIX
CHAPTER 4 Appendix:
-

Compression Behavior for bonded 72W girder:

Compression by FIB 2010 (Inelastic range) and AASHTO (elastic range)

INPUT: Specified design strength or cylinder
strength, f'c =

7808

psi

Characteristic strength, cylinder, fck =

45.8

MPa

Closest concrete grade corresponding to fck

C

Error between fck and concrete grade, % =

50
-8.3

US Units
Mean value of Compressive Strength, fck + ∆f,

SI Units

fcm =

7808

psi

58.0

MPa

fck =

7252

psi

50

MPa

εcl=

-0.0026

-0.0026

η = εc / εcl,

η=

variable

variable

Plasticity number, Eci/Ecl, or Table 5.1.8,

k=

1.73

1.73

Characteristic strength (cylinder) or Concrete
grade number,
Strain at maximum compressive stress, Table
5.1.8,

184
Tangent Modulus, EcoαE[fcm/10]1/3, or Table
5.1.8,

Eci =

5602676

psi

38629

MPa

Constant,

Eco =

3118311

psi

21500

MPa

Aggregate type factor, (1 for quartzite
aggregates),
Secant Modulus from origin to the peak, fcm/εc1,
or Table 5.1.8

αE

1

Ecl =

3235457.4

Ultimate strain,

εclim =

-3.40E-03

∆f, constant

∆f =

1160

Strain,

εc =

variable

variable

Stress, -fcm [(kη - η2)/(1+(k - 2)η)] for εc < εclim

σc =

variable

variable

1
psi

22308
-3.40E-03

psi

8

Table 0-1. Compression Behavior for bonded 72W girder.
Input for Abaqus:

ABAQUS INPUT
1. Assume concrete behaves elastic up to 40% of
ultimate strength
Input: use linear Ec
(AASHTO) up to
σc =
3123.2
Abaqus input:
Linear E =

5239994

psi

and

ε
=

-5.86E-04

psi

2. Assume concrete behaves inelastic above the strain corresponding to 40% of
ultimate strength
Input: εinelastic =
5.86Eεtotal - εelastic
for
ε>
04
εctotal

σc
(psi)(yield
stress)
0

1.17E-04

614

2.34E-04

1229

3.52E-04

1843

4.69E-04

2457

5.86E-04

3072

0.0000

Linear -Elastic Range based
on AASHTO E

0.00E+00

εcinelastic

MPa

MPa

185
3586

0.0001

8.21E-04

4108

0.0002

9.38E-04

4606

0.0004

1.06E-03

5079

0.0005

1.17E-03

5527

0.0006

1.29E-03

5947

0.0007

1.41E-03

6340

0.0008

1.52E-03

6703

0.0009

1.64E-03

7035

0.0011

1.76E-03

7336

0.0012

1.88E-03

7603

0.0013

1.99E-03

7835

0.0014

2.11E-03

8031

0.0015

2.23E-03

8188

0.0016

2.34E-03

8305

0.0018

2.46E-03

8380

0.0019

2.58E-03

8411

0.0020

2.70E-03

8396

0.0021

2.81E-03

8332

0.0022

2.93E-03

8217

0.0023

3.05E-03

8047

0.0025

3.17E-03

7821

0.0026

3.28E-03

7535

0.0027

3.40E-03

7185

0.0028

Nonlinear - Inelastic Range based on FIB Model

7.03E-04

Table 0-2. Input for compression behavior for bonded 72W girder.
-

Tensile Behavior of the same girder:
Tension by FIB 2010 (inelastic range) and AASHTO (elastic range)
Direct Tensile Strength,
AASHTO, C.5.4.2.7 =
Uniaxial Tensile Strength,
FIB 2010, Equation 5.1.3 =
fct AASHTO /f fct FIB 2010 =

643
589
1.09

psi
=
psi
=

US Units
Mean tensile strength of
concrete,

fctm =

643

psi

4.43

Mpa

4.1
1.09

Mpa

SI Units
4.43

Mpa

186
Tangent Modulus,
EcoαE[fcm/10]1/3, or Table
5.1.8,
0.9 x mean tensile strength of
concrete,
0.15 x mean tensile strength
of concrete,
Crack opening for σck =
0.20*fctm, GF/fctm,
Crack opening for σct = 0,
5GF/fctm,
Mean value of Compressive
Strength,
Fracture energy, 73fcm0.18,
Tensile strain,
Crack opening,
Tensile stress for w<wl,
fctm(1-0.8w/wl),
Tensile stress for wl<w<wim,
fctm(0.25-0.05w/wl),

Eci =
0.9*fctm
=
0.20*fctm
=

5602676

psi

38629

MPa

578

psi

3.99

Mpa

129

psi

0.89

Mpa

wl=

0.00132912

in

0.034

mm

wc =

0.00664558

in

0.169

mm

fcm =

7808

53.8

MPa

GF =
εct =
w=

0.854
variable
variable

psi
Lbf
in/in2
in

σct =

variable

psi

variable

MPa

σct =

variable

psi

variable

MPa

150
variable
variable

Nm/m2
mm

Table 0-3. Tensile behavior for bonded 72W girder.
Abaqus input:

1. Assume concrete behaves elastic under ultimate tensile strength
Input: use linear Ec
(AASHTO) up to
σ=
Abaqus input: Linear E =

643

5239994

2. Assume tension softening beyond the ultimate tensile strenght
Input: displacement = w
σc (psi)(yield stress)

Displacement (in)

643

0.000000

591

0.000133

540

0.000266

488
437
386

0.000399
0.000532
0.000665

334

0.000797

283

0.000930

psi
psi

and

187
231
180
129
116
103
90
77
64
51
39
26
13

0.001063
0.001196
0.001329
0.001861
0.002392
0.002924
0.003456
0.003987
0.004519
0.005051
0.005582
0.006114

Table 0-4. Input for tensile behavior for bonded 72W girder.

CHAPTER 8 Appendix:
Different Debonding work done for 54W and 72W girders.
72W Girder
Max.
Max.
tension
tension
strain in
strain in
Y-crack
web region regionμε
με
280
215

54W Girders
Max.
Max.
tension
tension
strain in
strain in
Y-crack
web region regionμε
με
-

Number
of
Strands

Strand
debonding
percentage -%

48

38

48

42

190

177

-

-

48

42

232

153

-

-

48

46

165

163

-

-

48

50

210

155

-

-

48

50

134

151

-

-

46

43

173

171

-

-

46

43

213

154

-

-

46

48

236

128

-

-

46

48

151

157

-

-

44

41

173

155

-

-

44

41

214

154

-

-

188
44

45

150

142

-

-

44

50

225

147

-

-

42

38

176

134

219

125

42

43

156

100

145

125

40

35

-

-

135

324

40

40

154

123

128

130

38

37

-

-

140

169

38

43

132

130

119

135

36

33

161

150

163

147

36

39

133

142

131

140

34

29

156

143

153

144

34

29

-

-

153

144

34

35

134

135

125

136

32

31

142

102

131

94

32

25

-

-

182

119

32

31

-

-

129

123

32

25

-

-

180

129

32

25

-

-

179

123

32

25

-

-

177

152

32

25

166

108

182

99

32

31

-

-

145

94

30

33

133

104

133

90

30

26

-

-

176

115

30

33

-

-

133

119

30

26

-

-

176

125

30

26

-

-

176

118

30

26

-

-

175

149

30

26

167

108

178

95

30

33

-

-

144

91

28

29

140

135

142

121

28

36

113

129

108

115

26

23

138

141

149

140

26

31

113

131

117

128

Table 0-5. Debonding patterns tried on different girders.
The debonding patterns are described by following half picture of 72W girder with 48
strands. The draped strands were not shown in the picture as it belongs to the end of the
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girder but there are
a 8 draped and 40 straig
ght strands iin this girderr. The letter “S” stands ffor
strand
ds in the gird
der and first and second numbers folllowing thatt letter are thhe row and
colum
mn axis in Fiigure 0-1. After these nu
umbers, anotther numberss were writteen right afterr
dash. These numb
bers are for the
t length off debonding shield at strrands. As thee number of
strand
d decrease in
n the girder, NS (No Straand) letter w
was used to aaccount for rremoved straand
in thee picture and
d the numberr after these letters againn represent thhe axis numbber. Finally, the
numb
ber of draped
d strands red
duces to 6 aft
fter girders w
with 30 strannds and for thhat ODSR (oone
drapeed strand waas reduced- consider
c
halff of girders) was used.

Figuree 0-1. Half of
o 72W girdeer with 48 str
trands.

Nu
umber
of
Sttrands

Strand
S
Deb
bonding
Perceentage-%

48

38

48

42

48

42

Debbonding Descripption
(S13-9ft),(S22--9ft),(S23-9ft), (S25-9ft),(S322-6ft),(S33-6ft)),(S35-6ft),(S4223ft),(S44-3ft))
(S13-9ft),(S22--9ft),(S23-9ft), (S25-9ft),(S322-6ft),(S33-6ft)),(S35-6ft),(S4223ft),,(S43-3ft),(S455-3ft)
(S13-9ft),(S22--9ft),(S23-9ft), (S25-9ft),(S322-6ft),(S33-6ft)),(S35-6ft),(S422-
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3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(S47-0ft)
48

46

48

50

48

50

46

43

46

43

46

48

46

48

44

41

44

41

44

45

44

50

42

38

42

43

40

35

40

40

38

37

38

43

36

33

36

39

34

29

34

29

34

35

32

31

32

25

32

31

32

25

(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S24-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S356ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S26-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S356ft),(S36-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(S17,S27,S37,S47-0ft)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S24-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S349ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S423ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft), (NS14)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S423ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(S47-0ft),(NS14)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S26-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S356ft),(S36-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(S17,S27,S37,S47-0ft),(NS14)
(S13-9ft),(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S26-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S356ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(NS14)
(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S433ft),(S45-3ft), (NS13,NS14)
(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S433ft),(S45-3ft),(S47-0ft),(NS13,NS14)
(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S26-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S423ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(NS13,NS14)
(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S26-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S366ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),(S17,S27,S37,S47-0ft),(NS13,NS14)
(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S453ft), (NS13,NS14,NS21)
(S22-9ft),(S23-9ft),(S25-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S433ft),(S45-3ft), (NS13,NS14,NS21)
(S23-13.5ft),(S32-9ft),(S34-9ft),(S36-9ft),(S42-4.5ft),(S44-4.5ft),(S464.5ft), (NS13,NS14,NS21,NS26)
(S22-9ft),(S24-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S453ft), (NS13,NS14,NS21,NS26)
(S23-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS25,NS26)
(S22-9ft),(S24-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S453ft), (NS13,NS14,NS21,NS25,NS26)
(S23-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S23-9ft),(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
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(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
32

25

32

25

32

25

32

31

30

33

30

26

30

33

30

26

30

26

30

26

30

26

30

33

28

29

28

36

26

23

26

31

(S33-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26)& ONDS
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S33-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S33-6ft),(S35-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26) & ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26,NS36) & ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S43-3ft),(S45-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26,NS36)& ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26,NS35,NS36) & ODSR
(S32-6ft),(S34-6ft),(S42-3ft),(S44-3ft),
(NS13,NS14,NS21,NS22,NS23,NS24,NS25,NS26,NS35,NS36) & ODSR

Table 0-6. Description of debonding patterns tried on different girders.

